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Abstract 
~ Temple of George Herbert is not a collection of 
separate poems. It is a conscious effort to indicate and 
describe the spiritual progress of a Christian. It is 
united by the repetition of images and themes, but, more 
than this unity, it progresses in understanding toward God 
and service to other Christians. 
The interpreters of~ Temple have only recently, 
1954, seen a design in the poems. Joseph Summers is the 
first to see "The Church" as a life of a typical Christian. 
Louis L. Martz elaborates a more comprehensive plan based 
upon models of meditation. Others, more secular critics, 
reject the all-inclusive plan in favor of an acceptance-
rejection sequence, which they see repeated throughout 
"The Church. 11 The larger view, the total design, becomes 
clearer. The acceptance-rejection cycles are continually 
refined. Something is learned from each cycle so that the 
incremental repetition is not a return to the same be-
ginning. 
"The Church-porch" advises the reader as a preacher 
teaches his people. It recommends individual improvement 
(stanzas 1-34), then social understanding (stanzas 35-62), 
and, as a preparation for "The Church," the application of 
religious duties (stanzas 63-77). In "The Church-porch," 
the key to all impnovement is self-control, the mastering 
1 
mind. 
"The Church" presents the persona's interpretation of 
his conflicts. God sends affliction until the persona is 
converted to God's will. He brings others to commune with 
God and, finally, be dies and enters God's presence. God 
distills the persona's spirit. 
"The Church Militant" expresses the worship of the 
church on earth. The persona-priest unites the people and 
expresses the development of God's church, which is God's 
universal, temporal plan. God's plan for the individual, 
in "The Churcb-porcb11 and "The Church, 11 culminates in His 
larger, world design. 
2 
The Order and Progress of George Herbert's The Temple: 
Making the Two One 
My words & thoughts do both expresse this notion, 
That Life hath with the sun a double motion. 
The first Is straight, and our diurnall friend, 
The other Hid and doth obliquely bend, 
One life i~rapt In flesh, and tends to earth: 
The other winds towards Him, whose happie birth 
Taught me to live here s0:-That still one eye 
Should aim and shoot at that which Is on high: 
("Colas. 3.3, 11 H-. 84, 11. 1-8.) 
3 
"Unity," a word used by some writers to describe the 
relationships between poems, conjures feelings of security 
and homogeneous consistency, like tbe tentative unity of 
tbe Allied Forces in the last World War or the union of 
elements in an unstable compound. When literary unity is 
tbe applied meaning, the intent does not appreciably change. 
Theme, metaphors, subject, and tone complement or reiterate 
one another. Links between elements, e.g. rhymes, are felt 
in such repetition. But "unity" is hardly a meaningful 
expression when a sequence of poems changes in tone, in 
their approach to a theme, and in the meaning of words and 
images that each successive poem uses. In .!h! Temple, the 
five poems entitled "Affliction," for example, change in 
their tone from antagonism and conflict to resignation and 
acceptance of affliction. They assault God, plead with 
Him, and worship Him, all because of the affliction He 
sends. These five poems change the meaning of affliction 
from degradation of the narrator',s state of exaltation of 
God. It is true that these .five poems are "unified" by the 
word "affliction" but what an inadequate expression it is; 
"unity" does not express the nature of the relationship in 
these poems. "Unity" is, indeed, not intended to express 
relationship, only 1dentity. Relationship, development, 
and tonal movensnt discover more about the entire Temple 
than its obvious religious unity. 
The recurrence of tbemes, 1 sacrifice, Christ, re-
4 
demption, atonement, and love, the repetition of images, 2 
such as the stone heart and tears of repentance, and the 
3 verse forms confirm the unity of The Temple, but what of 
the fabric that weaves these threads. 
A group of poems may not have a preconceived order. 
Individual poems may have been written in isolation, with-
out any considered relation to any other poem. A sequence 
or order may be arranged after most or all of the poems 
are written. A random group of poems may be given shape 
and consequence by their order. The context, which is the 
preceding and following poems, gives dimension and sub-
stance to an otherwise separate poem. There are many 
possible consequences that confront the poet or editor. 
A choice of order may depend upon the variety of the poems. 
The poems may be placed chronologically, autobiographical-
ly, and reveal the poetic development or spiritual growth 
of the poet. Poetic chronology may be factual or fic-
tional; or the development may be the spiritual plan 
ideally routed toward a goal. For this reason autobiog-
raphy and poetic chronology smudge lines of clear dis-
tinction. Another set of choices would be to divide the 
poems into genres or types, e.g. sonnets and lyrics such 
as Donne's Songs .§.lli! Sonets, or subject matter, as in the 
Holy Sonnets. These are some possible approaches to 
organizing a collection of poems, but a greater design 
may be conceived. 
5 
The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. This 
proposition is as ungeometrical as it is true. Analysis, 
by itself, promises pieces of reality. Each part works 
and relates to other parts. This interaction makes them 
one. This interdependence makes them more than lab spec-
imens and joins analytical parts into a greater whole. 
One poem, composed of rhyme, rhythm, attitude, dic-
tion, images, subject, and meaning, relates to another 
poem. Their relation, complementing and explaining each 
other, forms a larger whole than either poem exhibits 
alone. Their relation joins with other groups of inter-
explanatory poems moving toward a greater whole until all 
poems within a work form the completed synthesis. 
Even within one volume, one poem may contradict or 
improve the thought of a preceding image. One lyric may 
complement another, or redefine it. The second may con-
tradict or weaken what seemed a previous strength. 
!n! Temple is itself a hieroglyph. The poems of The 
~
Temple carefully present one, united symbol for tbe House 
of God. Within this temple, development draws the reader 
from the "Church-porch" to the "Church." The "Church" 
contains the records of a life within the Temple; it con-
tains the gradual manifestation of God and God's growing 
personal relation to the worshiper. This Temple microcosm 
reflects the temporal function, rituals and seasons of the 
church as God's Temple and the religious fulfillment of an 
6 
individual soul, the heart, as Christ's Temple. These 
levels, the life of Christ, life of the church, and the 
religious life of one soul, parallel, contrast with, and 
complement one another. The Temple combines all of these 
and symbolizes life in the life of Christ, in the house 
of God. 
!b! Temple attempts to convert Christians to Christ. 
"The Church Porch" fences out the grosser world and its 
vices. The "Church" builds step above step toward the 
union of the soul with Christ. The soul is not always 
willing. The movement is not inevitably upward. In-
sistently, the soul reverts to its lesser nature. But the 
presence of Christ permeates the Church and the soul, un-
til the divine, heavenly nature dominates. "The Church 
Militant", likewise, works toward this union with Christ. 
Perhaps "convert" is too strong a term. ~ Temple 
distills the presence of Christ from worldly concerns 
until, in the last distillation, the soul and Christ are 
alone in the final atonement, the two are at one with each 
other. 
The critics have not always agreed with this unity of 
"the Church." Joseph Summers, in 1954, was the first to 
indicate a conscious design. Other critics have developed 
different theories of the development of~ Temple. 
Joseph H. Summers, in bis George Herbert: His Rell-
- -gion and ~,4 illustrates the relation between poetic 
7 
creation and the God of Creation. He sees Herbert's con-
flicts with poetry as religious conflicts; Herbert's poetic 
perfection, or striving toward better expression, coincides 
with spiritual improvement. "The ideas of God as the Great 
Artificer and as Absolute Beauty were theological concep-
tions with inevitable aesthetic corollaries and the work of 
art could be valued exactly because it reflected the divine 
5 pattern." The sacramental nature of poetry, life, and the 
church indicate tbe pervasive implications of this divine 
pattern. By this corollary, everything secular can be seen 
revealing its sacred reality. Nothing remains debased when 
creative vision lights upon it; what might be insignifi-
cant, otherwise, is transformed, sanctified. So poetry, 
love lyrics, sonnets and metaphorical raw materials are 
hammered into an altar, dressed into a temple, sanctifying 
common materials. 11 The insistence of the interrelations of 
spiritual reality, the symbol, the word, and the explana-
tion was not confined to the sacraments and the emblem 
6 books." 
There are varieties of levels seen and understood at 
the same time. These levels increase the pleasure and 
effectiveness of The Temple. Other critics concentrate on 
one or two levels, but the levels build the effect, deepen 
the meaning, and expand the understanding of the reader 
for Herbert's capacity to correlate sources of perception 
into manageable and even simple terms. Lancelot Andrewes 
8 
defined two types of temples. The first is flesh and bone. 
The second is lime and stone. Herbert combines the two: 
•Templa in Templo living Temples in a Temple without life.• 
Summers continues "For the temple as a building was hiero-
glyph for the body, particularly the human body in the 
service of God and the divine body of Christ. By implica-
tion of its constructive elements, 1flesh and bone• and 
'lime and stone,' the temple could become a symbol for all 
types of order in the universe, both God's and man•s. It 
7 is that symbol which pervades Herbert's volume. 11 After 
discounting an autobiographical organization for~ 
Temple or one based on the Church Year, Summers proposes 
another, controlling order. "If we conceive of The Temple 
as the symbolic record, written by a poet, of a •typical' 
Christian life within the Church, most of Miss White's 
perplexities concerning the meaning of the order of the 
8 poems disappear. 11 "Long before Andrewes, Paul bad indi-
cated in I Cor.vi.19-20 that •temple' had one primary 
meaning for the Christian. The Church of England, in its 
doctrines, its services, and even the physical construc-
tion of its churches, furnished spiritual sustenance for 
that •temple not made with bands,' and it was filled with 
hieroglyphs of man's spiritual state. But it was the life 
of man within that Church which formed the principle of 
9 organization for Herbert's volume." 
The nature of God as creator, builder, artist, and 
9 
musician.institutes the Temple as the poetic heart of a 
Christian, the physical and spiritual Church, and the 
optimistic view of the world. A creative Christian intel-
lect gradually orders the many layers of reality. "As 
Austin Warren has remarked, the 'marks' of that order were 
10 joy and 'fruit' and peace." 
In the same year, 1954, that Summers presented bis 
hieroglyphic, sacramental insight into The Temple, Louis L. 
Martz dealt with~ Temple as an interrelated sequence of 
three major sections. He was the first to specify the 
meaning behind the sequence, "Church Porch, 11 "Church," and 
"Church Militant." Although Summers proposed his unity, 
Martz outlined each part and indicated the purpose of 
each. He related Herbert's approach to several other 
books on meditation. 
Martz rejects the autobiographical and thematic orders 
of the poems, and, in preference, recommends a meditative 
progression, not unlike Summers's "'typical' Christian life 
within the Church." Martz sees the books of meditation at 
work in Herbert's order. Quoting the three-part discipline 
of pseudo-Bonaventure., Martz interprets the three parts of 
~ Temple. 11 'To begin with, one is exercised in prayer, 
sacred studies, service and conversation, occupied, as it 
"11 . were, in correcting one's faults and acquiring virtue.' 
This didactic teaching in self control applies to Her-
bert's motives in "Church Porch." 111 In the first part of 
10 
the active life it behooves the soul to be purified, cor-
12 rected, and strengthened by the practice of virtue.'" 
After this first stage, the conflicts, temptations and 
final Love of the "Church" can begin. "'Then the soul 
rests in contemplation, seeking solitude and trying with 
13 all its might to please God alone.' 11 "' In the contem-
plative life it has to be informed, illuminated, in-
structed, and trained,' as in Herbert's 1 Church.'"l4 The 
last stage, which should apply to the "C burc h Militant, 11 
encourages more questions of relationship between~ 
Temple and the medi ta ti ve tradition. "•Thirdly, when it 
bas been penetrated and illuminated by the aforesaid two 
exercises, by virtue and true wisdom, it eives itself up 
to the salvation of its neighbor. 11115 The individual 
Christian soul disappears after "Love (III)," never to be 
seen in II Church Militant," " 1 • • • It can confidently go 
forth to help others and work at their perfection, as does 
'Religion I in the 'Church Militant.'" But " 1 it can be 
proved,' adds the Franciscan, 'from reliable authorities 
16 that this is the right order of proceeding.'" Martz•s 
three-part theory of~ Temple is ethical practice, 
spiritual contemplation, and service to others. "The 
Church-porch" proposes virtue. The "Church" elevates the 
medi ta tor to true wisdom. 11 The Church M111 tant" exhibits 
the obedience of transmitting salvation. 
In secular opposition, or at least comparison, to 
11 
Martz's Temple of meditation, Elizabeth Stambler under-
lines the effects of courtly love poetry and its conse-
quences for~ Temple. She concentrates her observations 
on tbe poetry of the central portion, "the Church." Martz 
finds numerous prose parallels, but, Stambler says, "Her-
17 bert had no model from the body of religious poetry." 
"To summarize this explanation I am led to a discussion of 
ways in which The Temple as a whole resembles a volume of 
courtly love poetry -- the Vita Nuova, Petrarch's~, 
Astrophel and Stella -- as individual poems of The Temple 
resemble lyrics of the courtly love tradition. I find 
these resemblances in several important details and in two 
fairly large general themes, the theme of loss and the 
theme of discipline which brings the protagonist at last 
18 to a condition of purified desire." The dramatic 
protagonist, like the courtly lover writing of his be-
loved, becomes Herbert writing of bis God, and all the 
joy and conflict that such a relationship entails. There 
are the resemblances of St. John of the Cross and Hosea 
which Starobler does not include in this courtly love 
theory. Besides the dramatic protagonist, both~ Temple 
and love lyric books exbibi t "unceasing shifts in the 
states of feeling, registering every shade of emotion from 
19 joy to despair." Both, also, use their title to confer 
a meaning to the entire work, such as Vita Nuova and The 
- -
Temple. Stambler adds a new dimension to Herbert's 
12 
ability to sanctify bis secular sources. 
Another approach to The Temple draws its prospects 
for validity from the literal interpretation that tbe 
Hebraic Temple was Herbert's prototype for his three-part 
sequence. "The Church-porch," "The Church," and "The 
Church Mili tent" are patterned on the courtyard, holy 
place, and the holy of holies of Herod's Temple. "By means 
of this analogy,~ Temp~e may be visualized as a carmen 
figuratum of the Hebraic temple, gaining thereby an 
20 architectonic spacial dimension." Walker builds two 
strata upon this literal parallel. Citing Herbert's con-
temporaries, he notes their "cosmological interpretation 
of the Hebraic temple's tripartite division: the court-
yard, holy place, and holy of holies are read as symbols of 
21 lower, middle, and upper regions." The lower region, 
sublunar Earth, approximates "the Church-porch." The 
middle region, sky and space ascending to heaven, comple-
ments "The Church" images of flight. The upper region, 
heaven itself, God's abode, should coincide with "The 
Church Militant." This last association is more nearly 
possible when "The Church Militant" is thought of from its 
omniscient viewpoint. Tbe literal blueprint builds to the 
cosmological interpretation. 
Walker also proposes a useful temporal structure which 
enlarges on Summers' s "typical Christian life. 11 "From the 
point of view of time,~ Temple is a progress ~oem in 
13 
which the individual grows from youth to maturity and 
finally to old age and death. And a more profound level, 
The Temple is a poem of the soul's progress from primal 
obedience to Christ, to maturity in affliction, to the 
ultimate destiny of union with Goa. 1122 How a youth is 
taught in "The Church-porch" and how maturation applies to 
"The Church" are relatively clear, but the move to "ulti-
mate salvatlon1123 in "The Church Militant" has its diffi-
culties. Walker explains, "'The Church Militant,' last 
division of The Temple, presents the climax of the Chris-
tian progress, a view of human existence seen by the soul 
now united with God. 1124 
A useful by-product of Walker's three structures is 
the variety in the levels of awareness used in each of 
Herbert's three sections: objective in "The Cburch-
porch," subjective in "The Church," and omniscient in 
"The Church Militant." 
Denying Walker's structural analogy, Annabel Endicott 
affirms the symbolic use of the Hebraic temple in the 
Renaissance. 25 She quotes John Donne for confirmation: 
11 all the Fathers did freely and safely call the Church the 
Temple •••• As the Apostles had given a good patterne, 
bow to expresse the principall holinesse of the Saints of 
God, he chooses to doe it, in that word, I!_~!!!!_ Temples 
26 of the holy Ghost." Although she rejects the literal, 
or structual necessity of Walker's use of the Hebraic 
14 
Temple, Endicott interprets the structure metaphorically. 
The three rooms of the Temple are analogous to three 
stages of the Christian life: l. the porch, which is the 
scene of ritual purification, parallels Christian conver-
sion; 2. the holy place, or mid-Temple represents the 
religious activity within the Cburcb; and 3. the holy of 
holies becomes the union of the Christian with God after 
death. 27 Joseph Hall "sees the holy of holies not merely 
as heaven, but as the heaven 'into which our true high-
Priest, Christ Jesus, entred once for all to make an atone-
28 ment be~wixt God and man.'" But how is "the Church 
porch" the conversion of a Christian or a Narthex for 
catechuroens? Only in a metaphorical sense. And "The 
Church Militant" deals with the bride of Christ, not bis 
atonement, Endicott rejects "The Church Militant" as the 
holy of holies: "It would seem wiser not to force the 
third poem into the structure of~ Temple, but to see it 
simply as earlier work included there for convenience. 1129 
Endicott's two-plus-one structure notes the sequence of 
the three sections as didactic "Church-porch", like 
Proverbs or Bacon's Essays, lyrical "Church0 , like~-
olesiastes, and satirical ttchurch Militant," and not 
30 unlike the Song Q! Songs f:.siiJ. 
Stanley Stewart, opposing Endicott's two-plus-one and 
confirming Walker's linear movement, understands "The 
Church-porch" and "The Church" as progressing within the 
15 
confines of space and time and reproducing the conflicts 
man has with time. He envisions "The C burch Militant" as 
transplanted beyond time, in eternity, and seen from this 
celestial vantage point. Stewart answers Endicott's ob-
jection to Walker, and reinstates the possibility that 
"The Church Militant" may possibly be the holy of holies 
31 and an apocalyptic poem. 
Still, the word "Militant" should bring speculations 
of the Church back to earth. The poem is not "The Trium-
phant Church." It is the Church in this world, within 
time. Only the hope of the Church is eternal. The hope 
has not yet been fulfilled. The Church is still militant, 
embattled against encroaching sin. The viewpoint may be 
timeless, divine, but the subject, the History of the 
Church, remains in time. "Now Herbert I s speaker clearly 
sees what be could not see in life, when time appeared as 
a solely linear phenomenon: as long as time existed there 
32 would be physical motion and spiritual unrest." 
In line with Summers' view of !.h!!. Temple as the pro-
gress of II a typical ChI'istian soul, 11 Sara William Hanley 
reads an inner search for God as the goal of a Christian's 
progress. "~ Temple is, literally, a book about temples, 
and the plot of the book concerns man's gradual efforts to 
'enter;' the temple of his own soul, the temple of his 
Christian Church, and the external temple of the people 
of God, finding at the center of each temple the God who 
16 
created it and inhabits it." 33 She acknowledges Walker's 
threefold meaning, "noting also that the Christian soul is 
a temple of God through grace, 1134 and that "Herbert's 
central symbol is not one created for 11 terary purposes," 35 
but is a religious symbol drawn from religious sources. 
It is as if she proposes a house of God with sequentially 
opening doors drawing the Christian on. As the Christian 
searches, he is gradually cleansed from outward impurities. 
Hanley accepts the three-part order of~ Temple, but 
theories of individual development which clearly interpret 
the first two lose their effectiveness when dealing with 
the third, less personal, and final division. 
Valerie Carnes combines several of the preceding 
ideas and presents them in a multi-stratum of meaning, 
11 teral, metaphorical, and symbolic, with their "pre-
siding metaphor, existing simultijneously as the Hebraic 
tabernacle, the Christian church universal, the physical 
church of Herbert's own day, the human heart, and finally, 
the poems themselves as God's dwelling place." 36 In doing 
this she adequately relates Walker's literalism and its 
potential parallels, Endioott•s metaphorical church, 
Hanley 1 s personal nature of the search for God, and 
infuses Stambler 1 s love sonnets into a religious-aes-
thetic belie!'. "The whole book is, in fact, a poetic 
exposition of the nature of symbolic perception •••• 
The analogy between man's religious and aestbetic activity 
17 
37 emerges as a predominant theme in The Temple." Her ap-
proach accounts for uses of drama, poetry, and music in 
Herbert's religious experience. Carnes 1s three-fold di-
vision, and~ Temple's counterparts, create an interest-
ing exposition: "This religious-aesthetic cycle serves as 
a structural basis for the entire group of poems, each 
section of which represents one phase of the cycle. These 
three stages we may somewhat arbitrarily designate as 1) 
descent of the sacred Word in visual images, often with an 
allegorical or didactic meaning, which man must learn to 
38 recognize and interpret; 11 If "The Church Porch" is the 
didactic reference, the Word bas already descended and is 
immured in secular denotations. Discipline uncovers this 
Logos incarnate, which overlaps with "2) verbal re-expres-
sion of the sacred Word through the secular word, partic-
ularly the words of poems and prayers; and 3) reunion of 
secular word wi tb sacred Word. 11 39 The strength of the 
relation between the word and the Word, the reality which 
the symbol represents, increases on three levels. In "The 
Church Porch," the secular word :teaches by simple image. 
In "The Church, 11 the word communicates tbe experience of 
the Wol'.'d by the use of symbols. And, finally, in "The 
Church Militant," the word, now fully sanctified, re-
creates the Word through its mythic expression. 
In an approach, which is not entirely unrelated to 
Carnes's theory of the word Sanctified, Clark L. Chalifour 
18 
characterizes all of The Temple in didactic terms. Each 
section teaches one major lesson-using one particular ap-
proach. He sees "The Church Porch" instructing external 
behavior by its aspect to nature, like classical ethics. 
Implementing a different means toward another lesson, "The 
Church" uses dramatic exempla, which include erroneous be-
liefs in conflict. The outcome is true belief, deeply 
planted by the conflict. A third way, similar to medieval 
satire or complaint, teaches that salvation depends upon 
the personal relationship. In this third approach, "The 
Church Militanttt pictures the history of the Church as a 
negative example because the group of Christians "are 
destined to continue their sinful ways until the Last 
Judgment. 114° 
The two significant differences from earlier writers 
lie in the second and third divisions. Chalifour partic-
ularly opposes the love sonnet sequence which Stambler 
proposes for "The Church." Even more important, "The 
Church Militant" becomes a personal revelation and, there-
fore, those who depended upon individual development, 
Martz, Endicott, and Hanley, have new life and potential-
ity given them. Chalifour, however, does not indicate any 
sequential relation or development. Combined with the 
linear development theory, the teaching aids confirm this 
spiritual improvement. 
While considering The Temple as one, whole, progres-
19 
sive organization, some critics, such as Stambler, Hanley, 
and Carnes concentrate their powers on "The Church, 11 and 
extrapolate a Unity based upon the evidence of this one 
section. Other observers, Martz, Walker, Endicott, and 
Chalifour, try for a more inclusive order. Chalifour re-
lies upon external information. Mart2 and Walker, who are 
strong on Herbert's first two divisions, weaken when con-
fronted with "The Church Militant." Endicott admits to 
the difficulties of the third section. Martz, backed by 
substantial books on the patterns of meditation, pushes 
his theory to credibility by the power of the three-fold 
pattern. 
The general principles presented call for 3 types of 
explanations: 1. horizontal linear, which maintains de-
velopment of the individual Christian within an earthly 
life within the Church (e.g. Summers, Martz, Hanley and 
Carnes); 2. upward linear, which inclines away from the 
earthly existence and into the heavenly in "The Church 
Militant" (e.g. Walker, Endicott, and Stewart); and 3, 
pendulum, which rejects linear movement or progressive 
development in favor of a see-saw action between love 
fulfilled and affliction for love rejected (e.g. Stambler). 
Cbalifour's didactic explanation can be applied to either 
of the linear proposals and give more insight to the 
horizontal, earthly, movement. 
One of the more obvious threefold divisions, par-
20 
ticularly for a trinitarian, is the Father and lawgiver, 
the Son and sacrifice, and the Holy Spirit and comforter 
of the Church. "The Church porch," didactic in intent, 
aphoristic in nature, beginning with external observance 
and leading to inner honesty resembles the movement from 
Moses laws to the Prophets• justice, otherwise, the acts 
of God the Father in the Old Testament. "The Church," its 
confrontation with Christ, his sacrifice, and atonement 
works toward the Christian's acceptance of his life with 
Christ and the final sacramental relation is not unlike I 
the New Testament fulfillment of the law of the Old 
Testament and its promise of a new testimony, a new con-
tract, a "Redemption," by God the Son. "The Church 
Militant," assured, omniscient, mythic like Revelations 
and the wooing of Song of Songs, translates the power of 
God, in reason, and revelation to bring the Church of God 
to its final destination when the God of History Who be-
came the God in History becomes the God above History, 
the work of God the Holy Spirit. 
The specific development, detailed breakdown, of each 
part is seldom attempted. The authors already discussed 
confine their essays to expansion and explanation based 
upon contemporary parallels in theology, devotion, and 
love lyrics and prove their thesis by various poems from 
Herbert. They seldom, except for Louis Martz, outline a 
step by step process evident in all the poems. A few do 
21 
examine a group closely, as Hanley does the "furniture" 
poems. Most writers draw their examples from "The Church" 
because it is more well known to their readers and must be 
accounted for, but the scope of~ Temple, the placement 
of nThe Church-porch," and the meaning and importance of 
"The Church Militant" pale into spectres, losing substance 
in the light of the authors' "Cburch"-centered observa-
tions and haunting their completeness. It is only just to 
balance the three parts of~ Temple to determine their 
relation to ~ne another. ~irat, we will recall what 
critics have said about particular inner development of 
each section, and, then, examine~ Temple itself. 
Louis Martz has done the most complete work on Her-
bert's three divisions; he, also, bas grouped each of the 
first two into sequential steps; he was the first to com-
plete this analysis. No one, including Martz, has argued 
with Summ.ers's evaluation of the purpose of the first, 
seventy-seven stanza, poem: "Within ~ Temple 'The 
Church-porch,' for example, was intended to prepare the 
reader for bis entrance into 'The Church.' 11 41 Martz, 
, however, understands it as directly related to Thomas a 
Kempis, because it "represents a versified elaboration of 
the methods of preparation for Communion thus advised by 
the Imi ta ti on. 1142 
"Preparation for Communion" seems to relegate "The 
Church-porch, 0 like an off-ramp to a highway, except that 
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communion with God needs preparation. Any confrontation 
with the Absolute can use inner strength, in order to 
survive the ordeal. Without listing the many such Biblical 
preparations, the forty days of Moses, before he received 
the Commandments, or the forty days of Jesus in the wilder-
ness, before his confirmation as the Son of God and his 
baptism into his life of teaching serve as parallel ex-
amples beside the forty days of Lent, purification before 
illumination, affliction before joy. Martz explains: 
"Thus the 'Church-porch' covers a world of error, and 
seeks to reform it by precepts that fall, despite some 
eddying and repetition, into three general divisions: 
sins related to individual conduct {stanzas 1-34); sins 
related to social behavior (35-62); and finally, sins 
43 related to specifically religious duties (63-77). Three 
steps to the Temple. Each step is more at a level with 
the Church. Martz notes that 77 is tbe perfect number. 
Although Sheridan Blau accepts Martz's three steps, 
Blau clarifies them using the contemporary casuist, Wil-
liam Perkins. A casuist studies cases of moral conduct 
so that be can understand the general principles of con-
duct, and, more commonly, so that be possesses examples 
by which to teach others. "The first Anglican casuist, 
divided case-divinity into three categories or questions • 
• • • These are, according to Perkins: 'Those that do 
concern man as be is concerned apart by himself, without 
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respect to another; some again concern man as he stands in 
the first relation, namely to God; and some as be stands 
in tbe second relation to man.' 11 44 Herbert reverses the 
order of the last two, making it an out going relation in 
3 steps. 
Blau interprets tbe poet as pastor teachine a larger 
parish, and "The Church-porch" is "closely related to a 
pastor's function as casuist, for Herbert's purpose in his 
77 stanzas was like that of the leading practitioners of 
practical divinity: to define holiness in conduct rather 
than in belief. 11 45 Blau deduces that "these lines might 
well suggest that Herbert thought of 'The Church-Porch' as 
a sort of sermon based on practical divinity or casuistry 
and that its purpose, like that of all sermons, was to 
prepare its auditors for the prayers of 'The Church., 1146 
As accurate and instructive as this may be, a preacher 
in the guise of a poet does Herbert an injustice. He may 
be a moral teacher. He may have definite purpose in mind, 
but bis approach is less heavy-handed and more persuasively 
kind, than this may indicate. 
The major theories of "The Church" are of two kinds: 
linear horizontal and pendulum. The upward linear hy-
pothesis, with its heavenly target, avoids specific 
explanations in the developments of individual portions 
of ttTbe Church." It, therefore, cannot be discussed. 
Martz and Hanley are the major proponents of the linear 
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thesis, with the accompanying belief that this well-known, 
center collection of poems follows the careful religious 
maturation of an individual Christian within the Church. 
The contrary, pendulum effect is produced by Stambler's 
application of the courtly love tradition to "The Church." 
Stambler interprets tbe melancholic love of a courtly lover 
as Herbert's grief and affliction and his fervor and hap-
piness as the poet-lover-protagonist's acceptance by the 
Beloved. She maintains that notbing more is gained at the 
end of "The Church;" the beginning, middle and end are 
interchangeable. Martz and Hanley confirm that a sig-
nificant difference in the individual occurs between the 
beginning and conclusion of "The Church." Martz sets the 
proposition, Hanley amends it, and Stambler opposes it. 
Martz interprets the growth of the Christian in 3 
stages: the sacralllental introduction (11 poems); the 
body of c~nflicts (118 poems); and the sacramental plateau 
(32 poems). 
The sacramental introduction, which includes poems 
from "The Altar" (H. 26) to "H. Baptism (II)" (H. 44), 
presents the basis of the relationship within "The Church" 
and the fundamental statement of images and ideas that are 
to continue throughout "Tbe Church." For example, "'The 
Altar' introduces a strand of imagery that runs through 
several other poems in this section: the imagery of the 
stony heart of man, cut by the power of God."47 Tbe 
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stone-heart image resurfaces in "The Sacrifice'' (H. 26), 
"Sepulchre" (H. 40), and "The Sinner" (H. 36). The musical 
imagery begins in this "Sacramental Introduction." The 
next 5 poems begin "The process of the soul. 11 48 The titles 
tell the story: "Nature" (H. 45), 11Sinne (I)" (H. 45), 
"Affliction (I)" (H. 46), "Repentance" (H. 98) to "Faith" 
(H. 49). "The poem 'Nature• is appropriately followed by 
the definition-sonnet, 1Sinne' (I), which prepares the way 
for the next poem, 'Affliction' (I} •••• the bosom-sin 
revealed in 'Affliction' (I) as 'a blasphemous grumbling 
against God's justice, stemming from a desire for personal, 
worldly glory. 11 49 "Repentance" is tbe religious conse-
quence to ''Affliction (I)"; "The last three stanzas con-
So tain specific echoes of the preceding poem." "Faith" 
is, therefore, "an apt fulfillment of the promise of 
praise to God contained in the last stanza of 1 Repen-
n51 tance 1 •• 
• • 
These five poems produce the basis for the "Body of 
Conflicts." 11 Prayer I," ( H. 51), which "deals with sin's 
antidote, 1152 "serves to summarize all that lies before us 
in ~ Temple. 1153 It describes II all the forms of prayer 
and meditation"S4 and prepares the way for "the H. Com-
munion" (H. 52), in which "the eucharistic imagery is 
first, and dominant. u55 This is the basis for the con-
flicts or, rather, the anchor around wbicb the conflicts 
occur. "So the whole Temple grows from this sacrament, 
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the other images cluster round it., the string and pairs of 
poems issue from and return to it, throughout this body of 
conflicts, until near the close of the 'Church' we feel 
this central Image asserting itself with a stronger and 
stronger dominance."56 
The "Sacramental Plateau1157 rises above the many con-
flicts. It is marked by a calm assurance. "The movement 
toward tbis 'plateau' is marked, about thirty poems from 
the end of the 'Church., 1 by a tightly connected sequence 
of four quite different poems: 'The Search.,' 'Grief,' 
1 Tbe Crosse., ' and 'The Flower. 'u5B Tbe last stanzas of 
"The Flower" (H. 165) answer tbe queries of "Tbe Search" 
(H. 162). "From here on., in the remaining twenty-eight 
poems of the 1 Church., 1 griefs melt away •• • • 1159 This 
is the road to the "Sacramental Plateau." 
"So we are prepared for the sequence of the last five 
poems, where we move., with a witty gaiety., through all the 
traditional 'last things,' except., of course., Hell 
thoughts of this terror have long since fallen away. We 
move from 1Death., 1 to 'Dooms-day,' to 'Judgment.,• to 
'Heaven,' and conclude there with tbat famous poetical 
achievement, 'Love• (3)., a poem in which all the central 
acts and symbols of the 'Church' are summed up. 1160 
Another similar approach., that of Sara William Hanley, 
groups the poems somewhat differently and places the 
emphasis on the evidence and importanee of tbe Church. 
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The ritual, holy days and architectural metaphors take on 
added relevance as Hanley interprets "The Church" as a 
series of Temples, each more spiritually pure than the one 
before. The first 35 poems map out "a movement toward 
purgation, from contemplation of Christ's 'Sacrifice' to 
consideration of man's debt to admission of man's inability 
to repay this debt through his own efforts. Man can pro-
ceed to further in his approach to God without help -- and 
his realization of this constitutes his essential purga-
tion."61 Although she is not as careful as Martz about 
her divisions, this purgation includes Martz's "Sacra-
mental Introduction" of the sacI'ifice of Christ and the 
Christian's response, thanksgiving, attempted reciprocity, 
and, finally, helpless gratitude in ''Baptisme {II)" (H. 
44). "Nature" (H. 45) through "Affliction {II)" (H. 62) 
are concerned with "this problem of response, beginning 
with man's unworthiness and weakness, considering poetry 
as a means (albeit inadequate) of response, and concluding 
with four poems of petition, 'Whitsunday,' 'Grace,' 
fPraise (I),' and 'Affliction (II),' in which the speaker 
admits his defects and asks God for aid and, most par-
62 ticularly, for renewed 'Grace.'" 
Tbe next nine are "a group of tightly knit poems 
whose theme is the nature of the Church, the source of 
grace. 1163 Hanley centers her interpretation on these 
poems and their effect upon the entire "Church." 
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"Mattens" (H. 62), 11 Sinne (II)" (H. 63), and "Even-song" 
(H, 63), tbe offices of the Church, take the speaker 
through one day, as a sample of the Church's solicitude 
for sinners. 64 The three introduce the "furniture" poems 
and "Trinitie Sunday" (H. 68), "constituting an examina-
tion of the meaning of the Church as metaphor and as real-
ity."65 This sequence concludes with "Trinitie Sunday", 
"the end of the period of Easter:'rejoicing observed by the 
66 Church. 11 This constitutes the body of poems from "Altar" 
to "Trinitie Sunday." "So the first part of~ Temple 
has unfolded and the speaker has the answers to his basic 
questions, a view of Christ's sacrifice as a focal point 
67 of Christianity, and a blueprint for his own life." 
Such an optimistic view varies with Martz, who con-
siders "Prayer (I)" to "The Priesthood'' (H. 160) part of 
the "Body of Conflicts." Hanley seems to reYise "The 
Church" with more obvious elation. But this would be 
understandable. When conflicts are narrated, or inter-
preted from the individual's standpoint, afflictions take 
on an unpleasant, even ominous, character. But when con-
flicts take place in the Church, in which the hope of 
grace is, sighs and groans become prayers of forgiveness. 
This is bow Hanley interprets the central "Rody of Con-
flicts," the poems "Content" (H. 68) to "Paradise" (H. 
132). "Following tbe instructions of Thomas a Kempis, 
Teresa of Avila, Jean Calvin, and a host of spiritual 
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writers, the speaker turns in the central portion of The 
Temple to a consideration of his own soul, entering upon 
the illuminative way and coming through a series of 
'lessons' to a realization of his own misery in the pres-
ence of God and, at tbe same time, the dignity and value 
of his own soul, the interior temple, because of God's 
68 presence there." The differences between Hanley and 
Mart1, derive, understandably, from their perspectives, but 
they are complementary. 
In dealing with the last section, Hanley sees the 
drawing together of themes and the cessation of conflict 
occurring as early as "The Method" (H. 133). "In the 
final, unitive, section of Herbert's volume, the temple of 
the Church and the soul-temple are brought together in a 
full and complex synthesis as the speaker •enters' each 
temple. 1169 Martz begins this movement 26 poems later, 
with "The Search" ( H. 162). 
Martz and Hanley are not so different that they can 
not be combined without doing violence to each approach. 
"The Al tar" to "The Reprisall" (H. 36) 11 solves the dilemma 
70 of gratitude for the Passion." "The Agonie 11 (H. 37) to 
"H. Baptisme (II)" (H. 44) deal with the "relation of 
71 Christ's death to man," and "Good Friday" (H. 38) and 
"Redemption" (H. 40) point toward "H. Baptisme (II)" which 
"represents the whole process of Death and Resurrection, 
both in Christ and in the individual Christian. 1172 All 
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of these are "setting forth the basic problems and premises 
73 of the Christian life'" and constitute the "Sacramental 
Introduction. 11 
"Nature thus appropriately marks the beginning of 
those conflicts and questionings which constitute the main 
body of the Temple." 74 11 Nature" ( H. 55) through "Afflic-
tion ( II) 11 (H. 62) establish the "problem of response., 
75 beginning with man's unworthiness and weakness." This 
"movement toward purgation1176 continues "concluding with 
77 four poems of petition.," "Whitsunday" (H. 59), "Grace" 
(H. 60)., "Praise (I)" (H. 61)., and "Affliction (II)" (H. 
62)., which serve as an approach to "the nature of the 
78 Church, the source of grace." "Mattens" (H. 62) to 
"Trinitie Sunday" (H. 68) conclude purgation., within the 
Church. 
These nine poems on the Church, which Hanley reviews 
so optimistically as the purgative end of the first sec-
tion, are part of Martz 1s "Body of Conflicts." This is 
the crux of their disagreement. It can not be ignored or 
pushed carelessly away. Martz•s undifferentiated con-
flicts covers 118 poems. Certainly more happens, more is 
accomplished, in this many poems than conflict. Hanley 
apportions 11 of these to "the problem of response., 1179 
Bo 4 to petition, 9 to "the nature of the Church.," 62 for 
81 the consideration of the soul., and 26 toward possible 
synthesis. Only the nine on the church contradict the 
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meaning of the "Body of Conflicts. 11 These two interpreters 
disagree on the turning point between conflicts and syn-
thesis. As Hanley lights on the nine church poems, Martz 
calls "The Search" (H. 162), ,.Grief" (H. 164), "The 
Crosse" (H. 164), and "The Flower" (H. 165) the movement 
toward the sacramental plateau; with these four, "griefs 
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melt away. 11 Marti's turning point occurs during Hanley' s 
synthesis. From "Dotage" (H. 167) to "Love (III)" (H. 
188), both agree on an elevation of the soul. They dis-
agree on the turning point of "The Church." 
An entirely different hypothesis rejects any sig-
nificant change in attitude between "The Altar" and "Love 
(III)." Every poem 1s either sad or joyous, concerned 
with grief or exaltation., a simple up-down zigzag graph, 
up., toward God., the Beloved., and down, toward earth, away 
from the Beloved. "The lover remained constant., and con-
tinued to purify his desire. It could scarcely be urged 
that the desire of The Temple protagonist was ever impure, 
but again a chain of images running through the book seems 
83 to demonstrate a process of purification." At tbe same 
time, Stambler strongly opposes the linear approach: ''I 
am more than a little in disagreement with Martz•s idea 
that~ Temple concludes on a 'plateau of assurance• when 
I say that over the entire length of Herbert's volume we 
find Petrarch's emotional contrarieties (merely sharpened 
and emphasized in Petrarch's imitation of Dante and the 
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troubadours and handed down entire to the Petrarchan poets 
of the Renaissance). If there is a 'plateau of assurance' 
in The Temple, I believe it is one of only slight degree; 
the last poems of tbe book show little more assurance than 
the earlier ones." 84 
Stambler, therefore, groups the poems differently, 
considers a more emotional logic, and advances a different 
turning point. First, the protagonist becomes a living 
85 being, in the first fourteen poems. "H. Baptism (I)" 
(H. 43) to "Affliction (I)" (H. 46) deal with the subject 
of youth and, in their center, the protagonist dedicates 
86 himself to God's "art" in "Nature," followed by rebel-
lion, remorse and assurance, of "Affliction (I)," 
"Repentance" (H. 48), and "Faith" (H. 49). 87 
The two "Love" sonnets (H. 54) provide the turning 
point and introduce systematic material on the theory of 
poetry. By "Scriptures II" (H. 58), the protagonist is 
88 committed to the vocation of a poet-priest. The turning 
point moves on his dedication to poetry as an expression 
of his life, his love affair with God. Poetry is life. 
The expression and perfecting of poetry depict the per-
fecting of life directed solely to God. "Looking backward 
in The Temple from 'Love (I) and (II),' we find that most 
often the protagonist asked God to write on the stone • 
• • • I think that the change from sun-stone to eye images 
in 'Love (I) and (II),' and in the whole group of poems 
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following, marks the beginnins of The Temple protagonist's 
89 ability to write his own poems." 
This is her summation on the rest of the poems in 11 The 
Church." Except for the up and down zigzag, which occurs 
to the end of the poems, "The Forerunners" (H. 176) begins 
depiction of a life drawing to a close., in which II life re-
mains the book. 1190 "Death" (H. 185)., "Dooms-day" (H. 186)., 
and II Judgement" ( H. 187) shows bow the protagonist "faces 
91 bis end with courage." That is it. She has outlined a 
life., youth., poetic dedication., and age, devoted to poetry 
which is no more or less fulfilled at "Love (III)" than at 
"The Altar." 
Stambler identifies the protagonist with Herbert. It 
may be interesting to say "Herbert vividly identified 
92 poetry with life • • • ., 11 but uncareful to suppose that 
the writer, Herbert., and the narrator., whom Stambler calls 
the protagonist, are the same. By this equasion., she re-
jects Summers I s "typical Christian" for a particular 
Christian., not just any Christian., but a priest. A nar-
rator-priest., if be is true to both callings, foresees the 
end and understands the means. Such an identification of 
Herbert with the protaeonist would tend to level off the 
"plateau of assurance." When such an identification as-
sumes a love-sonnet sequence as a model the straight is 
made crooked, the linear becomes zig-7.ag. 
What is left of~ Temple? The epicycles of 
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emotional response on the linear motion toward God. 
Stambler contributes new insights into the "Body of Con-
flicts." She specifies the hills and valleys of the con-
flicts, a living cardiograph for the straight line of 
Martz. She explains that poetry is the means of working 
out, correcting, and redirecting the Christian's efforts 
toward God. Poetry embodies love and "love in ~ Temple, 
as in the volumes of love poetry, is constantly expressed 
as that which asks the whole man and that which in the 
fulfillment will satisfy him •••• I said above that 
'Love (I)' and (II) mark a turning point. Both sonnets 
state importantly the theme of poetry--God is addressed as 
'author' of the universe; the poet-protagonist reflects 
throughout on his own work and looks forward to redeeming 
the promise of 'The Altar.' 1193 Starabler seems less ad-
verse to a linear interpretation in these quotations. She 
does add dynamism to the linear theory of "The Church." 
"The Church" is a mountain of peaks and crevices with 
"The Altar" at the base looking to ''Love (III)" at the 
top. The poems neither set down a simple, direct line to 
Love, nor a tortured curve without completion. The upward 
line breaks with many curves. The wandering sine curve 
gradually rises to fulfillment. 
Martz interprets the process of meditation as the 
reason for the elevation of the soul. Hanley concentrates 
on the Church's contribution to the soul's progress. 
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Stambler notes the conflicts of the soul as the moving 
force. 
Each concentrates on a different turning point. Martz 
values assurance as the mark of turning ("The Search," H. 
162 to "The Flower," H. 165) Hanley finds it earlier. For 
her, the fulcrum of "The Church" moves on the Church, its 
ritual and furnishings ("Mattens," H. 62, to "Trinitie 
Sunday," H. 68). Stamler builds the love for God on the 
praise of poetry ("Love I" and "Love II," H. 54). Each 
has carefully established his or her point of view. If we 
rearrange them, in fact, if we should reverse them, we find 
that the Christian solves the problem of poetry and dedi-
cates it to bis means of finding inner meaning. The next 
solution takes place in the Church; the Christian finds 
temporary comfort from the secular world only to be con-
fronted with the immortal conflict for his soul. His 
meditations, with their conflicts, ascend the "plateau of 
assurance" where he can face the last things and, what is 
more, his Lord. One turnlng point leads on to another. 
One solution discovers conflicts until Love heals. 
Although there is a clear relation between "The 
Church-porch" and "The Church" in "Superliminare," "The 
Church Militant" follows "The Church" without transition. 
Most critics presume a tri-unity of The Templ~. As we 
have seen, a few explain the relation of the parts, but 
even these go into little detail about the inner develop-
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ment of "The Cburc h Militant. 11 Martz only notes that it 
is divided into five parts as is Donne-~ s "First Anni ver-
94 
sary. 11 
Hanley., after presenting a defense for a "Church" 
finally united in theme., emotion and goal., finds that "The 
Church Militant" follows naturally. "And., with this 
unitive state established., the final poem of~ Temple., 
'The Church Militant.,• may be seen in its rightful per-
spective, not as an early poem left in the volume as an 
afterthought., but as a study of the temple of Christ's 
Church on earth., a narrative of the progress of this temple 
which., since it is destined for heavenly and not earthly 
perfection., is neither damaged nor discouraged by the 
95 inroads of sin." Hanley' s argument represents the 
three-part Temple theory. 
The one strong objection proposes a "two-plus-one" 
organization for~ Temple., or., rather., considers "The 
Church Militant" a separate poem. Lee Ann Johnson., who 
presents this possibility., quotes Professor A.H. Palmer 
as saying that "The Church Militant" might be II an al to-
gether detached piece. 1196 Only Endicott would tend to 
agree, yet Johnson's argument is carefully researched and 
analytically presented. 
"The Church Militant" differs from II The Church" in 
style and treatment of the poems., personal lyrics in "The 
Church" and omniscient narrative in "The Church Militant." 
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The struggling against internal corruption contradicts 
Martz•s confident spirit which aids others to perfection, 
rather, 'The Church Militant' concludes with the fate of 
the Christian life in doubt. 1197 Stewart's affirmation of 
the timeless celestial church is not mirrored in "The 
Church Militant." Hanley's optimism does not reflect the 
poem. 
Although Martz suggests a relation to Donne's "First 
Anniversary," he does not pursue the development of "The 
Church Militant." The "First Anniversary," Martz explains, 
11 is divided into an Introduction, a Conclusion, and five 
distinct sections which form the body of the work. Each 
of these five sections is subdivided into three sections: 
first, a meditation on some aspect of "the frailty and the 
decay of this wbole world"; second, a eulogy of Elizabeth 
Drury as the "Idea" of human perfection and the source of 
hope, now lost, for the world; third, a refrain intro-
ducing a moral." 98 "Nei tber the content of 'The Church 
Militant• nor the form lends itself to the position of 
these scholars. 1199 
Hutchinson records the following evidence: "'The 
Church Militant.' A new section of the 1633 volume, as 
also of both MSS., is marked by the use of 'The Church 
Militant• as the page-heading for all that follows, as 
well as by FINIS after the preceding poem. In B there is 
a blank page between the sections, and in W five blank 
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pages. 11 Johnson also reminds us that the second 
"FINIS," after "The Church Militant," does not appear in 
either of the extant manuscripts; therefore, the "FINIS" 
after "The Church" and the intervening pages separate "The 
Church Militant" from the re st of The Temple. "Had be in-
tended the poem to be intrinsically related to the two 
preceding sections, it would have been illogical (1) to 
link "The Church-Porch" with "The Church" through inter-
jacent poems yet to place a "FINIS" before the third sec-
tion and (2) to separate "The Church Militant" from the 
two preceding sections by five blank pages: both devices 
101 disallow continuity." 
There are three authoritative sources of The Temple, 
2 manuscripts and the first edition of 1633. The three 
divisions, "The Church-porch," "The Church," and "The 
Church Militant," appear in all three sources. The 
earlier manuscript, designated as W, appeared in D~. 
Williams I s Library, Gordon Square, London, as "MS. Jones 
B 62" (H. 111). This Williams MS. contains 69 of the 
poems that appear in the 1633 edition. The order of the 
Williams MS. is different from the 1633 edition. This MS. 
is accepted as significantly earlier than the 1633 edition 
because it has fewer poems and many of the poems are in a 
rougher poetic state. Hutchinson (1111) writes: "There 
is no title-page and no author's name, and the title 'The 
Temple' is nowhere found in the volume, the headings being 
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as in ~ and ~. 11 The Bodleian Library MS., specifically 
called "MS, Tanner 30711 (H. 1), contains the same 164 
poems as the 1633 edition. The Bodleian MS., known as~' 
changes only one poem from the order of 1633. B places 
"Anagram" between "Churcb-musique" (H, 65) and "Cburch-
lock & key" (H. 66), ID.l places it later, between 
"Avarice" and "To all Angels and Saints" (H. 77). B has 
4 licensers signatures on the lower part of the title page, 
but 11 a book so licensed by the university authorities was 
not entered at Stationers' Hall" (H. 11). For the sequence 
of the sources, Hutchinson proposes~'~' a~d, then, 1633. 
He suggests an unknown small manuscript which Walton re-
fers to as the 11 11 ttle book." This unknown MS., written 
by Herbert and sent to Ferrar, was recopied at Little 
Gidding as B. B was licensed for the 1633 edition. 
Hutchinson recommends this process. The critics and 
explicators have accepted this sequence, and built their 
theories on it. 
Only recently, 1973, has another sequence been sug-
gested, J. Max Patrick questions the implications of 
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~. He interprets~ as a copy of~ rather than the 
reverse, as Hutchinson suggests. He confirms and empha-
sizes tbe primacy of the 1633 edition: "there is far more 
reason for accepting the editions of 1633 as reali~ing 
Herbert's intention than for granting higher verbal 
authority to the manuscript made for the licensers, as 
103 Hutchinson did." Because there were two separate 
editions in 1633, the year of Herbert's death, the li-
censing had to occur before he died. The licensing was 
not a simple process and, in Herbert's case,~ Temple 
bad more difficulties than usual. Therefore, the li-
censing could not have taken place after Herbert's death. 
A more reasonable sur,gestion would be 1632 at the latest. 
As Patrick sees, Herbert presents a finished set of poems 
to the public, not a banded-down product which may or may 
not be finished to the author's satisfaction. Patrick, by 
implication, urges the importance and integrity of the 
1633 edition, the first edition. 
An examination of .!.b!:. Temple should treat it as a 
finished, consciously formed work of religious poetry. 
Tbe title,~ Temple, appears first on the 1633 edition. 
This may indicate a conscious effort to unify the poems 
under one theory of development as well as one title. 
The Church Porch 
"The Church-porch" intrigues the layman into virtue. 
Poetry is the bait (Stanza 1). The stanzas teach tbe 
practical application of general ~oral principles. They 
clarify the distinctions between lust and love, drunken-
ness and drinking, idleness and contemplation, argument 
and conversation, niggardliness and spending money, envy 
and respect, and solitary and communal worship. Self-
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control is the key to these distinctions. 
Like Aristotle I s Golden Mean, Herbert I s self-posses-
sion steers between excess and sparingness., but Herbert 
leaves less in doubt. Herbert specifies "Abstain wholly., 
or wed 11 (1.13) with extreme clarity., i.e • ., extreme for our 
modern thought. Aristotle is more easy going, less strict 
in his delineations, but both emphatically commend control, 
self-possession., as the instrument of decision. Herbert 
calls this self-control the "mast I ring mind" ( l. 104). 
Extremes balance on this fulcrum. 
The use of poetry balances the purpose to "Ryme thee 
to good" (1.4}; lust is balanced against tbe effects of 
Baptism (1.8); lustful rottenness balances Heaven. Her-
bert fences out the grossest sins first. He appeals to 
common knowledge (the power of Baptism) and self-interest. 
The choices are presented., though subjectively weighted. 
The choice is clear; "If rottennesse have more., let Heaven 
go" (1.18}. Connotations., of "rottennesse" and "Heaven., 11 
make the decision obvious. Herbert does seem to bave his 
finger on tbe scale, but it is a light touch. He is di-
rect, conversational, subjective., but not heavy-banded. 
The reader is a Christian., or at least be is baptised 
as a Christian. Baptism is the common ground of The 
-
Temple's audience. It is the starting. point for the 
argument of The Temple, "The Church-porch. 11 Whatever 
doctrine or belief governs man before Baptism is of minor 
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concern. Baptism joins the readers. The first two lines 
address "Thou, whose sweet youth and early hopes inhance / 
Thy rate and price, and mark thee for a treasure." Baptism 
bas enriched the reader, making him valuable. This in-
definite reference in stanza 1 sets the purpose and the 
proposed audience. Baptism is "thy lesson written in thy 
soul" (1.9). The definite power of each reader, "Whom God 
in Baptisme washt with his own blood" (1.8), indicates the 
incentive and goal of each Christian to remain as sinless 
as he was at Baptism, or to regain the state. Original 
Sin, Adam's effect on mankind, is irrelevant, superseded 
by Baptism, which is the new headstart for a Christian's 
education. Man's nature, even the Christian's, needs 
help. This is tbe intent of "The Church-porch." 
Herbert sees all freedom and liberality as evidence 
of man's invincible contrariness. "If God bad laid all 
common, certainly/ Man would have been th' incloser" 
(ll.19f.). This indirect plea for the reader to acknowl-
edge order begins the argument for control in "The Church-
porc h." The stanzas on drinking (5-8) indicate the use of 
self-control, balancing it against loss of control. "Drink 
not the third glasse, which thou canst not tame,/ When 
once it is within thee; but before/ Mayst rule it, as 
thou list" (11. 25-27). As a specific example of the full 
meaning of relinquished control, Herbert portrays the 
drunkard, who "forfets Man, and doth devest / All worldly 
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right, save what be hath by beast" (ll.35f.). "Devest," 
as Hutcbinson notes, means "alienate or convey away a 
vested right." A drunken man gives up himself, his 
initial potency, and his reason. 
Stanza 9 combines the sins of wantonness and wine. 
Moving from the acts of lust and drunkenness, Herbert 
warns of boasting about these sins "nor make thy shame thy 
glorie" (1. 50), because the sin of "Frailtie gets pardon 
by submissiveness 11 ( 1. 51). Tl1is compounding of two, 
common, overt sins into the need for verbal control intro-
duces stanzas 10-13. 
Boasting, swearing, taking tbe Name in vain, and 
lying are "The cheapest sinnes11 (1. 67), "Because to shun 
them also is so cheap" ( 1. 68). After these better known 
sins, the carelessly-made, easy-to-correct sins are the 
target for improvement. Careless speech is the foot path; 
until, "Pride and full sinnes have made tbe way a road" 
( 1. 72). 
Idleness, private and public, personal and national, 
weigh against "brave employments" (1. 88). Stanzas 14 to 
19 deal with various forms of sloth and their opposites: 
"Fool not: for all may have, / If they dare try, a glori-
ous life, or grave" (l.89f.). The fault of such widespread 
foolishness is that "This losse springs chiefly from our 
education" (1, 97). Three stanzas, 17 to 19, explain the 
slothful effect of inherited wealth; "they breed them 
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tender, make them need/ All that they leave" (1. 105f.). 
Andrew Carnegie would have cheered Herbert. He gave his 
wealth, all of it, to charities and foundations, believing 
that his children bad to take care of themselves. 
Tbe remedy for idleness (stanza 20) is to do some-
thing, anything you might propose to do. Even if it is 
small, do something. Any completed act sets a precedent 
to begin more or larger tasks. 
Commissioned acts should be open, not secreted. Take 
the responsibility. Do not make excuses. "Who fears to do 
111, sets himself to task:/ Who fears to do well, sure 
should wear a mask" (ll.125f.). 
Three stanzas (20 to 22) deal with "doing." Stanza 20 
favors doing over not doing. 21 recommends doing openly 
and responsibly rather than doing secretly and apologet-
ically. 22 balances two actions of the mouth, unselfish 
conversation and selfish eating. These three stanzas per-
form two functions: they recommend the cure for lethargy, 
and build the way to the effectiveness of living by rule 
(stanza 2Jf.). Stanza 20 reminds us that "Constancia knits 
the bones" (1. 117); 21 sets all actions before God; and 
22 seeks control of the mouth's functions. 
Rule, the step above self-control, "keeps good com-
panie" (1. 138). Self-regulation proposes limits to deal 
with the subtler, more precariously balanced sins. Rules 
hold us together. We might fall apart, or lose ourselves 
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without rules. "Man is a shop of rules, a well truss'd 
pack,/ Whose every parcell under-writes a law" (11.141r.). 
Unbalanced emotions or humours are no excuse for losing 
your self. "God gave them to thee under lock and key" 
(1. 144). Rules are universal and divine, and binding on 
everyone, the efficacy of moral law. 
Beginning improvement, self-control of tbe "mast I ring 
mind," and moral laws prelude self examination. This 
inner self-examination contrasts with the external ex-
cesses of lust and drunkenness, and the carelessness of 
cheap sins and idleness. This stan~a, 25, does not 
indicate the religious possibilities of meditation, but, 
at this stage of the reader's development, affirms the 
importance of examination to understand and weigh what is 
important to the reader. Comfort is not found in others, 
or in their good company. "Who cannot rest till bee good-
fellows finds,/ He breaks up house, turns out of doores 
bis minde" (11. 149f.). Rest, first mentioned here as the 
mortal goal, must be achieved internally, within a man 
himself, not in external possessions such as money (stanzas 
26-30) or clothes (stanzas 31 and 32), or losing control 
in gambling (stanzas 33 and 34), nor in non-esssntial 
desires for recognition (stanzas 35-45). Self-examination 
and its ultimate goal, rest, begin witb minor, seemingly 
unimportant pleasures. They are not, however, confined to 
life's by-products. 
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By all means use sometimes to be alone. 
Salute thy self: see what thy soul doth wear. 
Dare to look in thy chest, for 'tis thine own: 
And tumble up and down what thou flnd'st there. 
( 11. 145-1118) 
Money, tbe use and misuse of it, is next examined. 
Thrift is balanced against covetousness. "Give/ Thy need, 
thine honour, and thy friend his due" (11. 15lf.). In A 
Priest !2_ ~ Temple, Herbert defines covetous: "Whoso-
ever when a just occasion cals, either spends not at all, 
or not in some proportion to Gods blessing upon him, ls 
covetous" (p. 265). The sequence of priorities indicates 
that need is the first elementary use of money. Honor or 
satisfaction of debts and promises then becomes the next 
reason for spending. A friend's due is next. These are 
all needs. Desires and vain hopes a.re not mentioned as 
reasons for spending. Only needs and responsibilities 
require spending. "Surely use alone/ Makes money not a 
contemptible stone" (11. 154f.). The stone-money-man 
image will be picked up and used again in "The Church. 11 
Use alone makes man more than a contemptible stone. But 
this application will become more integral when a man 
controls his money first. 
The amount of money at our disposal should set the 
limits to spending and the proportion of thrift. Youth 
with its vigor and adaptability can balance income and 
spending, but infirmities of age require more spending 
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despite tbe lessening ability to acquire sufficient in-
come. Consider this inevitability, the reader is reminded, 
and prepare to deal with your anticipated age and meet 
your future obligations. Foresight to save will allow the 
youth to prepare for his age and "Before thy journey fairly 
part with all" (l. 162). A spendthrift youth leads to a 
scraping old age and to death with a posterity who inherits 
only debt. 
Tbe other misfortune is too much money. Financial 
increase bas its shares "Lest gaining gain on thee, and 
make thee di:mr1e / To all thines els" (11. 164r.). Money 
is not, by itself, evil, but it is the root of many evils. 
"Gold thou mayst safely touch; but if it stick/ Unto thy 
bands, it woundeth to the quick" (11. 167f.). The person 
who gets to live (1. 153) and boards it puts a weight 
about his neck and, in trying to keep money, 11 losetb three 
for one; her soul, rest, fame" (1. 174). 
Like stanza 27, 30 deals with the importance of living 
within the available income, emphasizing debt as the un-
advisable consequence. The issue here is not income and 
debt, although they are concerned. The handling of in-
come, whether ample or meager, is more to the point. How 
money is handled and how gold wounds a man's flight to the 
stars is the concern. Control, self-limitation, and 
heavenly direction are affirmed as preferable alternatives 
to free-spending, niggardliness, and the world of money. 
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The choice must be made internally, without blaming the 
tailor for fasbion or, what is now called, life-style. 
This tailor image introduces the next two stanzas, 
31 and 32. Fine clothes disguise motives of advancement, 
preferment, and other hopes. A fine outside, but empty 
inside. As Herbert notes, they are "like empty vessels 
under sail" (1. 184), a wind-fall journey, without recom-
pense. Juxtaposed against this "goodly outside'' is 
"wisedome' s a trimmer thing" ( 1. 188). 
F;x:cess is balanced against moderation. Gambling, in 
stan7.as 33 and 34, parallels the excess-to-moderation 
exposition of the stanzas on clothes. The effects of 
gambling on the person himself, bis family, servants, and 
churches are indicat~a. Even winning "is a civil gun-
powder, in peace/ Blowing up houses with their whole 
increase" (11. 203r.). 
Income, clothes, and gambling explain the use and 
misuse of money. Moderation by personal strength of will 
solves all illustrated excesses. The solitary pleasures, 
whicti are the personal temptations, are explained and 
controlled before introducing the social pleasures. 
Of tbe man in society, the first stanzas, 35-42, 
explain the substance behind conversation and the con-
temporary fashion for boldness in conversing. The "shalt 
not's" include quarrelling, striving for recognition, 
laughing compulsively, and telling profane stories. Stan2a 
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41 warns against wit and its waywardness, because it flies 
out of control. It is better to maintain a "sad wise 
valour" than be a wit in company. A man with a serious 
outlook controls his wit and humor. 
Conversation is the transportation of personal rela-
tionships and the bonds of society. Herbert, therefore, 
deals with it first. Discourse, a more serious form of 
conversation, is put off until the pleasantries of conver-
sation and tbe value of other people are considered. Con-
versation is first. 
"Empty boldnesse" (1. 207), which can take the forms 
of intrusive familiarity and sharp honesty, was, in Her-
bert's time, in style. His conversational openings indi-
cate this, e.g. "Be sweet to all" (1. 211), "Catch not at 
quarrels" (1. 217). When force or invention controls the 
good speaker, the conversationalist recognize his talent 
to entertain, inflame or control the listeners. The image 
of "empty vessels under sail" (1. 184) applies to speakers 
as to clothes. All superficiality indicates inner empti-
ness. The best process is to work from the inside. Let 
appearances take care of themselves, 
Therefore first assay 
To stuffe thy minde with solid braverie Then march on gallant: get substantiall worth. Boldnesse guilds finely, and will set it forth. ( 11. 207ff. ) 
Substance before appearance. That is Herbert. This is 
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the attitude that supports The Temple. Form and style 
follow intent and substance. Herbert uses bis own pre-
cepts of conversation for~ Temple, 
The general rule for talking with people is to "Be 
sweet to all" (1, 212). If your complexion, or attitude, 
is sour, then surround yourself with others who are also 
sour. "A stumbler stumbles least in rugged way" (1. 214). 
This contrary argument implies that a person who is sour 
is not fit company for society in general and, continuing 
tbis line of thought, that a pleasant, or happy, attitude 
is preferred. "Command thy self in chief" (1. 215); be 
the ruler of your disposition. Life is a war against 
passions. If a person is master of himself, "He lifes 
warre knows, / Whom all his passions follow, as be goes" 
(11. 215f.). He does not follow his passions. He leads 
them and rules them. 
The fringes of meaning encourage debate and argument. 
The center carries the truth of the meaning; therefore, 
"Catcb not at quarrels" (1. 217), but "speak Plainly and 
home" (11. 217f.). Great deeds are built on argument, on 
the edges of true intent. Fame does not consist of im-
pressive deeds caused by argument. If Herbert ever gave 
context for his approach to controversy, either in 
theology or politics, this is it. "Catch not at quar-
rels." "Speak plainly and home." Controversies about 
church government, so common at this time, are fringes of 
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the Christian message. Herbert does not "catch" at them. 
He concentrates on the meaning that is central and speaks 
plainly and home of Christ and His Church. Avoid such 
deeds "And do them not: that shall thy wisdome be;/ And 
change thy temperance into braverie" (11. 22lf.). Tem-
perance leads to wisdom. 
The scope of fellowship should be distinguished fn,m 
selective friendship. Tbe concentration on friends serves 
as a fencing to the expansive person, preserving his powers 
for self-improvement. "Wisdom picks friends; ci vili tie 
playes the rest./ A toy shunn 1 d cleanly passeth with the 
best" (11. 227f.). 
In conversation, even among friends, humor and wit 
have dangers included in their enjoyment. Herbert reminds 
those who laugh too loudly that "wit is newes onely to 
ignorance" (l. 230). And, for those who laugh at their 
own jokes, they become part of the joke. Keep from using 
the sport of wit for abuse, for as Herbert's image re-
minds us "the fly / Tba t feeds on dune, is coloured 
thereby" ( 11. 233f.). These dangers have their precaution. 
Take the stones of "Profaneness, filthiness, abusive-
nesse" (1. 236) out of the ground of the mirth. Every 
thing becomes larger, more important, in jest. 
"nothing that's plain, 
But may be wi ttie, it thou hast the vein. 
(11. 239f.) 
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The truth about wit is that it gets out of control 
and takes control. 
Wit's an unruly engine, wildly striking Sometimes a friend, sometimes the engineer. 
(11. 24lf.) 
For the sake of fun, a joke, inventions or puns can strike 
anyone 1 and injure even the one wbo started the joke. If 
you are good at it, be careful. "Many, affecting wit 
beyond their power,/ Have got to be a deare fool for an 
houre" (11. 245r.). 
Tbs conclusion on conversation, stanza 43, commends 
"a sad," i.e. serious, "wise valour" as "the brave com-
plexion" ( 1. 24 7). It leads the armv of abilities and ., 
passions and conquers cities of people, "The mirth then 
in him rests" (1, 251). Mirth is comfortable in him; be 
is ruler of ~is humor; t'And the sad man is cock of all his 
jests" (1. 252), 
With respect to great persons, "use respective bold-
nesse" (l. 253), but "Envie not greatnesse" (1. 259) nor 
condemn the high office together with the baseness of the 
man. Tbe dismissal of Sir Francis Bacon and Vice-President 
Agnew reminds us that Herbert's words are clear, even 
decisive, and recurrently valid, 
The relation to friends and relatives is stronr,. A 
friend is an alter ~2: "Tby friend put in thy bosome: 
wear his eies / Still in thy heart, that he may see what's 
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there" (11. 27lf,). In Outlandish Proverbs (No. 296), 
"Tbe best mlrrour is an old friend." He is more tban 
pleasant company. The civil circle is tightening with 
evP-r-increased mutual responsibility and love. 11 If cause 
require, thou art his sacrifice" (1. 273). Yet children 
have priority, before friends. nFatbers first enter bonds 
to natures ends;/ And are her sureties, ere they are a 
friends" (11. 28lf,). Love is the first priority, for a 
single person. Love supplies another's need. "But yet 
not more then all" (1. 284). There is no command to do 
more than you can or give more than you have, in money or 
life. Love is the measure here and it will continue to 
grow in importance throughout "The Church-porch" and will 
become the measurement of fulfillment in nTbe Church. 11 In 
"The Church-porch," love arbitrates inner conflicts and 
leads the reader on to improvement. As reason and modera-
tion entice the reader to improvement in stanzas 1-34, love 
and consideration for others governs the second step, 
stanzas 35-62. The second step takes the reader into 
society. 
Herbert explains how to make others comfortable. If 
you are able to be "courteous, usefull, new, or wittie" 
( 1. 290), you command areas of conversation with all 
people. This is not the same as controlling tbe conversa-
tion. Being in command of information and the appropriate 
choice of topics includes the control not to talk about 
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yourself but to be calm and concerned about the other 
person. 11 Be calnt in arguing: for fiercenesse makes / 
Error a fault, and truth discourtesie" (11. J07f .) • 
"Calmness is great advantage" ( 1. 313) and the key to 
helping someone. Listening brings out tbe other's problems 
and his view of himself. Calmness allows tbe truth to re-
veal itself, "then, with equall care/ Ballance each dramme 
of reason, like a potion" (11. 32lf.). A concerned person 
administers conversation as a medicine to cure another's 
fears and bring him to spiritual health. We may reflect 
that Herbert is doing just that, gradually bringing the 
reader to self control, which is the first step to health 
of all kinds. 
Now that the reader bas mastered bis social abilities, 
Herbert explains the purpose (stanzas 55-57) and further 
development (stanzas 58-61) of man in society. He does 
not propose the conversion of man to idealism, and be 
avoids the depression of mass failure to project truth 
and .faith. 
Be usefull where thou livest, that they may Both want and wish tby pleasing presence still. Kindness, good parts, great places are the way To compass this. Find out mens wants and will, And meet them there. All worldly joyes go lesse To the one joy of doing kindnesses. 
(11. 325-330.) 
Kindness, i.e., doing kindnesses, surpasses all other 
earthly joys. It is not to be confused with or to replace 
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spiritual joys. It is the fulfillment of a man among 
otber men. 
Tbe inner nature of a man in society exacts more of 
him tban conversation. Progressing from external evidences 
of concern to inner motivation, Herbert suggests that a 
balance between humility and high aspirations should be 
invieorating: "A grain of glorie mixt with bumblenesse / 
Cures botb a fever and letbargicknesse" (11. 335f.), both 
prideful ambition and dejection, He counters the self-
destruction effects of humility with progressive improve-
ment, Humility encourages slackness, and "slacknesse 
breeds worrns" (1. 339). Although a man is in society, 
working with society, he is not a blind follower of his 
companions, because "active and stirring spirits live 
alone" (1. 3l+l). Love and honor is the measure of his 
success. He examines himself with this gauge. 
Accepting love and knowledge from others is part of 
his love. "Scorn no mans love, though of a mean degree;/ 
Love is a present for a mightie king" (11. 349f,). "His" 
in this case means the reader who has fulfilled the re-
quirements of equanimity, and is now self-possessed, sel.f-
exarnined, and moving toward a more nearly perfect self-
improvement. He is loving and kind enough to accept love 
and kindness from others. Herbert reminds him that '!.Tbe 
cunning workroan never doth refuse/ The meanest tool, tbat 
ha may chance to use" (11. 353f.). This is the dominant 
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approach of this section. The reader who has followed the 
perfecting "Church porch" rises above external influences. 
He does not follow any leader except his own improvement, 
11 virtue is his sun. 11 He filters available knowledge to 
"naturalize All forrain" (1. 362) to "thy native goodn (1. 
361), in the same way that "A good digestion turneth all 
to beal th" ( 1. 358). This is in dis tine t contrast with 
the earlier, more weary, admonition: "for the fly/ That 
feeds on dung, is coloured thereby" ( 11. 233f.). The 
reader is presumed to have advanced in self-possession and 
control over his influences enough to distinguish between 
good and evil kinds. "Who follows all things, forfei te th 
bis will" (1. 364). Self-mastery, still active, e;rows 
stronger. 
The external evidence for inner, personal control is 
cleanliness. It is more than physical cleanliness. "Let 
thy mindes sweetnesse have bis operation/ Upon thy body, 
clothes, and habitation" (11. 37lf.). The loving nature 
of the person permeates his outward attitudes, appearance, 
and his surroundines, which include his family, friends, 
and acquaintances. He affects everything around him be-
cause be has reached a level above his passions and beyond 
bis self concerns. Herbert calls this effect "cleanli-
nesse." This is the product of the teaching of "The Church-
porch" up to the final, and third, step. 
The first two steps refer to God as the baptiser (1. 
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8), a lust detGrrant (1. 12), an encloser (11. 1q, 21, 
287), an inner-control (11. 38, 83, 102, 144), and a dis-
courager of drunkenness, (1. 48) swearing (1. 53), and 
lying (1. 73). He projects control to all who seek an ex-
ample. But God is not a whip used on an ~nwilling reader. 
Herbert, in his search for examples, comes upon God. He 
does not force or draw out the parallel, but seems to 
mention Him in passing upon other references that will 
elicit self-control, fulfill the "mastering mind, 11 and 
perform "cleanliness. 11 In the third step., the reader and 
God become partners in creation. 
11 Cleanlinesse," the evidence of self-possession, is 
the apogee of personal and social responsibility, but, 
even more important, it is the beginning of working with 
God. The stanza on "cleanlinesse, 11 62, not only syn-
thesizes all preceding stanzas, but also prepares the 
advance into a contract with God, under what conditions 
a man comes into God's presence. 
Stanzas 63 and 6li make alms to the poor binding upon 
the reader who would continue on. In these two stanzas, 
the reasons gi van begin wi tb proportionate kindness, "In 
Almes regard thy means, and others merit" (1. 373), con-
tinue with an equal partnersbip, 11 Joyn hands with God to 
make a man to live" (1. 376), and conclude with heavy 
artillery: 
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Man is Gods image; but a poore man is Christs stamp to boot: both images regard. God reckons for him, counts the favour his: Write, So much giv'n to God; thou shalt be heard. Let thy almes go before, and keep heav'ns gate Open for thee; or both may come too late. (st. 6Ld 
Alms, a poor man, God, Christ, and promises of heaven are 
weighty considerations when you realize that Christ (1. 
276) has only been referred to once before. Promises of 
heaven (11. 18 and 374) appeared as a balance against 
rottenness. Christ was introduced as an example of a 
friend; Heaven, as an alternative. Neither are extended 
references, casual and subtle inferences, but not com-
pelling. Responsibility of money bas already been intro-
duced. How to respond to friends' needs is explained. 
Now alms and the greater responsibility to God are in-
itiated. Until now personal improvement and social kind-
ness have been the areas of concentration. The greater 
tirne is spent on personal improvement and self mastery. 
Without this orientation, the person can not take up bis 
responsibility to otbers. Without his activity and per-
fected love, he could less readily accept his partnership 
with God. Cleanliness of mind and actions steps toward 
spiritual cleanliness. The preparations for spiritual 
improvement begin in "The Church-porch" and continue 
throughout "The Church." 
From alms for the poor, tithe and time given to God 
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is a natural sequential step. Presence in church draws 
the reader closer to a presence before God. Sunday, twice 
on that day, is the tithe of time that is due to God, who 
providP-s food seven days a week. Church is an obligation 
that repays God for his bounty. This is the first approach. 
In an attempt to join the reader with God, Herbert 
compares tbe limited advantages of private prayer with the 
church. "Though private prayer be a brave designs,/ Yet 
publi ck ha th more promises, more love: 11 ( 11. 39 7f. ) • The 
church prefigures heaven: "Pray with the most: for where 
most pray, is heaven" (1. 402). This is the power of the 
cburc h, tha.t it is, or will bee ome, heaven. Here ls some 
small light to join "Love ( III)" wltb "The Church Militant," 
if we see "Love (III)" as the joining of the c hurcb, now 
shed of its visible chaff, with God throughout history. 
Stanzas 68 to 75 deal with the reader's entrance into 
the church, what his attitude should be, i.e. "be bareu 
(1. 403), prayer as the center of the service (st. 63), 
his fencing out deforming ir1fluences (st. 70 & 71), the 
relevance and advantage of the preacher (st. 72-7!~), and 
the importance of the church as "Gods way of salvation" 
(1. li46). Herbert does not defend the possible ignorance 
or imrnorali ty of' the minister. The burden of fulfillment, 
joining hands witb God, resides in the reader. All ex-
traneous matters must be fenced out; "Christ purg'd bis 
temple; so must thou thy heart" ( 1. 423). Everything, the 
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church, the preacher, the service, and prayer are for his 
benefit. They are for his benefit only if he uses them. 
Herbert puts forth Christ as the example to all read-
ers. This, Christ as example, is established in the 
"Church-porcb" and controls the movement and measure, of 
success or failure, through "The Church" as the Temple of 
the heart. 
The church is neutral territory neither earthly, nor 
heavenly, yet both temporal and immortal. The church is 
the meeting ground to accomplish the transition. 
The reader's, man's, direction depends upon his de-
cision and preparation. Even after tbe dross has fallen 
away, refinement continues. Self-examination and subse-
quent improvement is the cycle which moves the reader 
upward. "Mind mast 1 ry" does not end in the "Cburcb-
porcb" even though the last two stanzas, 76 on self-ap-
praisal and 77 on pleasures, conclude this first section. 
Self-control over sAxual desire, drinking, money, clothes, 
conversation, responsibility to family, friends and the 
poor, and extraneous thoughts in church changes direction 
and approaches the heart. 
11 The Church-porch" introduces the major themes of The 
-
Temple, not only the expected theological ideas of Baptism, 
God, responsibility, sin, Christ as example and friend, 
and the church, but also the pilgrimage of self-improve-
ment, an improvement even to imperfect perfection. "The 
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Church-porch" is the centrifuge that separates out the 
grossest impurities. "The Church" is the distillation to 
purity. 
The Cburcb 
It would be a simple task if you could proceed in 
order through the poAms of "The Church," discussing the 
metaphors, subject matter and sequential links between 
poems. The development of a metaphorical idea makes trac-
ing it difficult. The caterpillar's advice to Alice is 
linear and direct, "Begin at the beginning and when you 
come to the end stop." But when tbe progress is more than 
linear, this sugeestion is difficult to implement. Her-
bert uses metaphors appropriate to the subject, as poets 
do, but he also improves, changes, and applies the metaphor 
to the revised subject. The heart as stone, which appears 
in the first poems, is a building block for the "Altar," 
then, in "The Sacrifice, 11 a resistance to Christ. Herbert 
explains his image in "H. Communion": '' sin turned flesh 
to stone." This is not the end of an image. A metaphor, 
for Herbert, is not static. Once established the heart as 
stone can be used aeain, but with a change. He dev~lops 
his heart-stone in "Church-lock and key" (H. 66): 
For though sinnes plead too, yet like stones 
they make 
His blouds sweet current much more loud to be. 
(11. llf.) 
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The stony heart, beyond its original capacity, becomes an 
instrument of praise. 
If the metaphors were dealt with independently, the 
subjects in their developments could be discussed in se-
quential poems from "Al tar" to "Love (III) 11 • But the sub-
ject matter, or themat:tc discussions, about sin, spiritual 
adoption, worldly shares, poetry, Christ's sacrifice, and 
God's grace and power, does not begin with premises and end 
with a logical conclusion. The subjects are not handled 
one at a time. Herbert presents the themes at leisure, de-
velops them, or defines them as necessary. The methods 
are, for the most part, informal, and include dramatic 
situation, internal monologue, exposition, and rhetoric al 
definition. The subjects are interlinked, but in no simple 
development from sin to salvation. The process is not so 
easy. The movement from initial acceptance of God's will 
to becoming God's instrument changes, but not predictably. 
Spiritual evolution has its weak elements that fall to the 
predators until the strong characteristics rise above evo-
lution. After a great deal of simplification, we can de-
scribe', "The Church" as linear. This is a useful though 
partial truth. The truth of religious experience compli-
cates this upward rislng line. These complications ac-
count for the dramatic quality, the dynamic progress, and 
the personal appeal of "The Church." 
The form and direction of the discipline change 
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throughout "The Church. 11 Continuing from "The Church-
porch.," the direction., of the discipline begins with the 
persona. He is inner-directed and his self-discipline 
takes the form of dedication to Christ. He is., irrJaedi-
ately., confronted with Christ's narrative., with the act 
of sacrifice that justifies any faithful man in the pres-
ence of God's justice. His self-discipline., which is 
enough to deal with worldly envolvements., weakens in the 
face of Christ's grief. "The Thanksgiving" (H. 35) to 
"Easter-wings" (H. 43) is an effort to come to terms with 
Christ's death. These poems begin with the person's at-
tempt to compete with Christ's accomplishments and con-
clude with the person's participation., or hope of par-
ticipation., in His Resurrection. By the end of "Easter-
wings.," he depends upon Christ; bis self-discipline is 
insufficient to reach a higher goal. For tbe time being., 
his self-control does not work above the earthly level., 
particularly when confronted with Obrist' s gift. 
The basis for future self-discipline., if there can be 
any inner-directed strength, begins with investigation of 
baptism, and his own nature., "H. Baptisme (I)" (H. 43) to 
"Nature" (H. 45). 1'1.Tith his exposition on 11 S1nne (I).," 
another discipline begins. The discipline is affliction 
sent from God to purge his sin. He responds in various 
ways., but it takes some time for him to understand that 
affliction is discipline., and, longer., till be believes 
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that affliction is God I s discipline. Between "Sinne ( I) 11 
(H. 45) and "Affliction (II) 11 (H. 62) he tries to imple-
ment his own form of discipline, poetry. He fails to deal 
with affliction. The best he can do is make his grief the 
image of Christ's suffering. 
Within the teaching of divine affliction, the church 
makes its discipline felt. 11 Mattens" (H. 62) to "Trini tie 
Sunday" (H. 68) present the lessons of the church ritual 
and the church "furniture." The lessons are internal, 
understood, and accepted by the persona as rejuvenating 
and instructive. They do not help him understand arflic-
tion 
He continues seeking himself, trying to find an inner 
virtue, "Content" (H. 68) to 11 Constancie" {H. 72). "Af-
fliction (III)" (H. 73) brings about a cbange in the per-
sona who can now praise affliction. He seeks an external 
aid in "The Starre" {H. 74) and "Sunday" (H~ 75). He 
rejects the external aid of money in "Avarice" (H. 77) and 
of Mary, etc. in ''To all Angels and Saints" (H. 77). He 
is satisfied to praise Christ, in "Christmas" (H. 80), his 
source of external aid for inner strength. 
"Ungratefulnesse" (H. 82) begins the persona's aware-
ness of God's love; "Sighs and Granes" (H. BJ), his recog-
nition of God's double nature, 11 double 11 as tbe persona 
sees His Love and punishment. "Lent" (H. 86) explains the 
authority of the church to starve sin with fasting. He 
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recognizes that sin must be discouraged, He bas realized 
that affliction follows sin. 
He re-evaluates the world, its transience and attrac-
tiveness, in "Vertue" (H. 87), its learnlng, honor., and 
pleasure, in "Tbe Pearl" (H. 88), and renounces them. He 
acknowledges God's power and grace. It is through God that 
the persona can climb to heaven. The world has lost all 
its lures. With the world rejected and heaven hoped for, 
the persona is "Betwixt tbis world and that of grace" 
("Affliction (IV)," H. 90, 1. 5). Everything is to man's 
advantage, working for his good ("Man, 11 h. 90) • The per-
sona recognizes God's discipline, accepts it, and hopes to 
serve God. He tells of his own inconstancy, "Unkindnesse" 
(H. 93) and "Justice (I)" (H. 9.5), his old life, and his 
obedient dedication, "Submission" (H. 95). 
A new for.m of discipline begins in "Jordan (II)" (H. 
102), but a milder form than affliction or obedience. 
This discipline takes the form of a friend who interprets 
events and gives the persona a perspective on bis own 
thoughts. This form of teaching is internal, but not the 
voice of the persona. 
God dwelling in him. 
It is his conscience, the voice of 
This is tbe voice of the new temple 
of God's love. The persona listens to this friend and 
grows from bis teaching. "Prayer (II)" (H. 103) to "Busi-
nessett {H. 113) follow this movement toward simplicity. 
The purpose of discipline is to teach. Confrontation 
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with Christ I s sacrifice teaches the persona bis own short-
comings; affliction teaches the persona to reject sin and 
obey God; the friend teaches him tbat affliction is God's 
discipline, teaching, and love. These are God's lessons. 
The persona sets up bis own, inner disciplines, those of 
poetry and meditation on tbe furniture of the cbm•ch. His 
own disciplines teach the method of praise and man's mor-
tality. Tbe persona I s own disciplines repeat the same les-
sons. God's disciplines teach new lessons, higher reali-
zations, and a cleaver perspective on earlier lessons. 
Through these perspectives, the persona may review bis own 
disciplines and reach stronger conclusions, stronger re-
nunciations of the world and its pleasures and stronger 
faith in tbe atonement of Christ. By tbe end of "The 
Church," divine discipline becomes his own, so much so 
that the persona's improvement seems to be brought about 
by self-discipline. Really, it is God's will. A closer 
examination reveals bow the persona progresses. 
Tbe "Superliminare 11 (H. 25) stands between "The 
Cburch-porcb" and "The Church." "Superliminare" literally 
means '' above the lintel, 11 as an inscription over a doorway. 
The poem looks outward to the porch and inward to the 
altar. The first of its stanzas concludes tbe argument of 
11 The Church-Porch." 
Thou, whom the former precepts have Sprinkled and taught, bow to behave 
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Thy self in church; approach, and taste 
The churches mysticall repast. (H. 25.) 
The phrase "Sprinkled and taught" reminds us that the sub-
title for "Church-porch" is "Perirrahnterium," an instru-
ment for sprinkling holy water. There is also a glimpse 
of the teachings in the "Church-porch" as a possible 
baptism, a spiritual re-dedication, for entrance into the 
church. 
The threshold serves as a dividing line between the 
profane and the sacred. "The Church-porch" deals with the 
more profane, even mundane, matters of daily existence. 
"The Church II proposes to deal with spiritual, rather than 
temporal, matters. Herbert recognizes that a person does 
not become different and improved just because he enters 
into the church, but his entrance connotes a desire to 
change. 
Avoid, Profaneness; come not here: 
Nothing but holy, pure, and clear, 
Or that which groneth to be so, 
May at bis perill .further go. (H. 25.) 
There is a distinct injunction for those profane thoughts 
that presume to cross the "Superliminare." 
... 
The initial poem, "The Altar," establishes personal 
dedication and desire to accept the meaning of Christ's 
death. These are the first two steps intended to "avoid 
profaneness." The persona who enters into this contract 
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of his own will may be Herbert himself, but we do Herbert 
an injustice if we assume that he draws only upon personal 
experience, or that The Temple is a veiled autobiography 
of an orator who became a priest. The persona is more than 
Herbert. It is any Christian who ventures to improve his 
relation with God, not his relation!£ God, but to establish 
a mutual, dynamic, and progressive relationship with God. 
Many religious writers have easily identified themselves 
with this persona. This would encourage a broad interpre-
tation of the persona. John R. Mulder calls the persona 
11 the Poet, 11104 but tpis hypothetical person is more than 
just a poet, or even the Poet. He is a Christian, perhaps 
the Christian, not unlike Bunyan's Pilgrim, who seeks the 
presence of God. Herbert's persona and Bunyan's Christian 
have at least one difference: Christian, burdened by the 
world, cries "What shall I do to be saved?"; the persona, 
hardened by his own sin, prepares to dedicate himself to 
Christ. Even if the persona's journey theoretically begins 
at "The Church-porch," be begins with practical answers to 
the burdens of the world. Christian begins in fear of bis 
own destruction, along with the world's. The persona be-
gins with his own dedication and Christ's sacrificial 
love. Bunyan begins with fundamentals. Herbert assumes 
the Christian basics provided by the Church of England. 
Herbert begins the reader of "The Church-porch" and the 
persona of "The Church" at a higher level of religious 
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achievement. 
To begin, the persona presents himself, as the altar, 
to his Lord, Jesus. 
O let thy blessed Sacrifice be mine, 
And sanctifie this Altar to be thine. ( H. 26.) 
He proposes an exchange, his altar which is himself for 
Christ's sacrifice. He gives once and receives twice. He 
gives his stone heart and receives atonement in the sacri-
fice and sanctification of his altar. The bargain that he 
makes is to his advantage. 
Part of the bargain is the sacrifice of Christ. "The 
Sacrifice" ( H. 26) documents the meaning o:f this part of 
the bargain. By contrast, the persona contracts the 
simplest requirements. Christ, as narrator of "The Sacri-
fice," makes his contribution to this bargain explicit. 
By comparison with Christ's fulfillment of his part of the 
bargain, the persona's pledge sincere as it is, is a minor 
obligation. 
Q.h all 1£!!, who pass !?.I, whose eyes and minde 
To worldly things are sharp, but to me:.blinde; To me, who took eyes that I might you finde: 
bas ever grief like mine? 
(H. 26, 11. 1-4.) 
Christ took the initiative. Before the persona could set 
down the condition, the contract was fulfilled. The re-
jection of Christ by the Jews, Priests, Judas, Herod, 
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Pilate, and the Romans and tbe lack of understanding in 
the Disciples contrasts with the calm resolution of "The 
Altar. 11 Empson notes that the paradoxes set up in "The 
Sacrifice" give 1 t its power and Ture proves that the 
history of its tradition of images and references give 
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the power depth. Christ describes His sacrifice as 
"My wo, mans weal" (1. 25c). The sacrifice permits 
salvation. 
Christ is proven to be the "King of grief" (H. 35, 
1. l) and the "King of wounds" (1. 3) in "The Sacrifice." 
The persona addresses Christ in these terms in "The 
Thanksgiving. 11 He responds to 11The Sacrifice" with ques-
tions. How should he respond? He can not imitate Christ's 
accomplishment. If he sides with His II triumphant glorie" 
(1. 12), it would seem as if he is joining the winning 
side after the battle is finished. He tries to compete 
with Christ, as if to return the favor. He promises all 
bis works and earthly achievements, which are but the 
fringes of faith. He admits, finally, that there is no 
contest. 
Then for thy passion -- I will do for that --
Alas, my God, I know not what. 
(H. 36, 11. 49f.) 
In "The Reprisall, 11 the persona admits his own in-
adequacy and Christ's superior contribution to his salva-
tion. 
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I have consider 1d it, and finde There is no dealing with thy mighty passion: For though I die for thee, I am behinde; My sinnes deserve the condemnation. 
( H. 36, 11. 1-4) 
This is a considerable recognition. He quits the reprisal 
of works for a more appropriate return. 
Yet by confession will I come 
Into thy conquest: though I can do nought Against thee (H. 37, 11. 13-15) 
That is, he can do nothing against Christ's accomplishment, 
but "in thee," in Christ 
I will overcome The man, who once against thee fought. (H. 37, 11. 15f.) 
The "reprisal" changes competition to participation. It 
is 11 in11 Christ that he is able to subdue the sinful man. 
The words "by confession will I come/ Into thy conquest" 
may easily refer to the poems of "The Church." The poems 
construct a confession to Christ. These poems are "The 
Reprisal." 
The first step explores the basis for confession. 
Without "The Agonie" the quest would not begin. The first 
discovery includes the "two vast, spacious things,/ Tbe 
which to measure it doth more behove:/ Yet few there are 
that sound them; Sinne and Love" (H. 37, 11. 4-6). The 
example, that he gives, for sin, for men to see what it 
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is and the consequences of it, is Christ's agony on Mount 
Olivet. The reference is vividly given in "The Sacrifice," 
(11. 2lff.). In "The Agonie.," the persona applies his 
knowledge of Christ's suffering to bis own condition. 
Sinne is that presse and vice, which forceth pain 
To bunt bis cruell food through ev 1ry vein. 
(H. 37, 11. llf.) 
This definition explains afflictions as the effects of sin. 
This is the background for all the "Affliction" poems and 
the references to sighs and groans that follow "The Agonie.11 
The other unsounded vast thing is Love. The example 
of Love that the persona uses is the crucifixion. Christ 
explains the reason for His death in "The Sacrifice": 
"they will pierce my side ••• / That as sinne came., so 
Sacraments might flow" (1. 246f.). The persona., in "The 
Agonie, 11 explains His death's meaning: 
Love is that liquor sweet and most divine., 
Which my God feel~ as bloud; but I, as wine. 
(11. 17f.) 
This definition of love includes Christ's death joined to 
the Eucharist. These three, Holy Communion, The Passion, 
and love., define each other. Christ's sacrifice and Com-
munion may be seen as tbeophanies, as Love made visible. 
The persona's knowledge of sin and love relies on 
Christ, His life, agony in the garden, and sacrificial 
death. Aware of bis own condition, "The Sinner" (H. 38), 
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the poem and the persona, recognizes the depression of sin 
and elation of love. He experiences God's rejection and 
acceptance. He bas contracted the symptoms of the Sin-Love 
ague which continues for much of "The Church, 11 at least to 
"The World" (H. 84). He promotes two approaches which at-
tempt to reduce this ague: be reduces sin, and encourages 
God I s love. He calls for Christ to "restore thine image" 
(1. 12) and asks that bis coldness may be heated by 
Christ's death. The Holy Week poems, "Good Friday" (H. 
38), "Redemption" (H. 40), "Sepulchre" (H. 40), "Easter" 
( H. 41), and "Easter-wings" (H. 43), set the persona to 
face and respond to the Passion and Victory. The per-
son's first reaction to "Good Friday" recalls his own 
inadequacy, not unlike "The Thanksgiving" and "The Re-
pr~sal. 11 But bare there is no competition. He recog-
nizes the relation of sins to sorrows and asks for this 
natural consequence. 
Or rather let 
My severall sinnes their sorrows get; 
That as each beast bis cure doth know, 
Each sinne may so. (H. 39, 11. 17-20) 
Beasts instinctively find the cure for their illness. Sins 
should do the same. Each sin has a sorrow. Sorrows are 
the cures for sins. Perhaps Christ's sorrow may be the 
cure for the persona's sins. 
That when sinne spies so many foes, 
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Thy whips., thy nails., thy wounds, thy woes., 
All come to lodge there, sinne may say, 
No room for me, and flie away. ( 11. 25-28) 
-----
He asks Christ to take the place in his heart that he had 
given to the sins. 
"Redemption," a narrative sonnet, pictures the per-
sona' a renewal. He sees himself as a tenant seeking a 
"small-rented lease" from bis Lord. His old lease, being 
a burden, makes him plead his case. His desire sends him 
looking for his "rich Lord" among the fashionable places. 
Then 
At length I heard a ragged noise and mirth 
Of theeves and murderers: there I him espied, 
Who straight, ~ suit is granted, said & 
died • ( 1. 12 -11+ ) 
The dramatic return to tbe scene o~ Good Friday and the 
request of the poem "Good Friday" reminds the reader that 
the new lease has already been ratified. Christ has 
satisfied the consequences of sins. 
Man still persists in making bis sinful heart a cold, 
hard stone. "Sepulchre" (H. l~O) ask Christ to use his 
power to roll this stone away. 
• • • nothing can, 
Though it be cold, hard, foul, from loving man 
Withhold thee. (11. 22-24) 
After the heart has been opened "Easter" again connects 
Christ I s life wi tb the heart. In "Good Friday," the heart 
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contains the ink and sin used "to write/ Thy sorrows in, 
and blot1die fight" (11. 2lf.). In "Sepulchre., 11 the heart 
I 
' is like the tomb; sin, like the stone. In "Easter" (H. 
41), the heart imitates Christ: "Rise heart; thy Lord is 
risen" (1. 1). frn this respect Herbert's Holy Week poems 
resemble Donne's b!, Corona. Both approach the events of 
Christ's passion and resurrection with admiration, imita-
tion., and hope for man's salvation.:.7 The persona centers 
his thoughts upon these events so firmly that he says, 
Can there be any day but this, 
Though many sunnes to shine endeavour? 
We count three hundred., but we misse: 
There is but one, and that one ever. 
(11. 27-30) 
These are events in Christ's life and, it is hoped, will 
be a reflection of a Christian's life. In this imitative 
mood, "Easter-wings 11 (H. 43) continues. 
Sin makes man poor. Christ makes man victorious. 
"Then shall the fall further the flight in rne" ( 1. 10). 
The persona takes this general application and, in the 
second stanza, applies this fall and expectant rise to 
his own sorrow. He attaches his hope to Christ. 
For, if I imp my wing on thine, 
Affliction shall advance the flight in me. 
(11. 19f.) 
He accepts affliction and Christ in the bope that the 
first leads to the second, that sin's sorrow precedes 
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resurrection. 
His confidence is grounded in his baptism. He begins 
at this beginnine to tell his story. Baptism has the power 
to counteract sins committed after it. 
What ever future sinnes should me miscall, 
Your first acquaintance might discredit all. 
("H. Baptisme (I)," H. 44, 11. 13f.) 
That "might" is not so much assurance as hope. These 
"blessed streams" ( 1. 7) of baptism spring from "my deare 
Redeemers pierced side" ( 1. 6). Sin and love are still the 
areas of investigation. Baptism seals the faith with 
Christ; in "H. Baptisme (II)" (H. 44) "Thou didst lay bold, 
and antedate/ My faith in me" (11, 4f.). The persona 
relies upon this seal of love, 
The growth of flesh is but a blister; 
Childhood is health. (11, 14f,) 
With bis remembrance of Christ's death, his attachment to 
it, and his hope in the restorative effects of Baptism, 
the persona acknowledges his darker side, man's hopeless 
nature. 
Man's "Nature" (H. 45) hopes only for death. In his 
own abilities, man is helpless in the presence of God. 
Man, by bis nature, rejects God's love. 
Full of rebellion, I would die, 
Or fight, or travell, or denie 
That thou hast oueht to do with me. (11. 1-3) 
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Perhaps, he would even reject God, but Herbert does not go 
that far. Baptism has some control of the extent of the 
rebellion. 
O tame my heart; 
It is thy highest art 
To captivate strong holds to thee. (11. 4-6) 
Yet all the teaching, regulations, rewards, and punish-
ments, both temporal and eternal are inadequate. 
Yet all these fences and their whole aray 
One cumrning bosome-sinne blows quite away. 
("Sinne (II)," H. 46, 11. 13f.) 
This "Sinne (I)" (H. 45) excludes the unconscious, minor 
sins, which are dealt with in "The Church-porch." The 
premeditated, clever sins destroy God's work, but not 
God's plan. 
Affliction is the result of sin. If formal educa-
tion ih the ways of God does not work, affliction will. 
It is the hard way, but it is part of God's design. "Af-
fliction (I)" (H. 46) expresses hope first and satisfac-
tion to be in God's service. The persona, forgetting the 
educational value of affliction, expresses his disappoint-
ment that "with my yeares sorrow did twist and grow,/ And 
made a partie unawares for wo" (11. 23f.). He interprets 
his worldly accomplishments as pain killers, that "Thou 
often didst with Academick praise/ Melt and dissolve my 
rage" (11. 45f.). He even accuses God of baiting him: 
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I took thy sweetned pill, till I came where I could not go away, nor persevere. (11. 47f.) 
He is caught in the cycle, affliction -- hope of fulfill-
ment. The returning sickness elicits the desire to be use-
ful, "and wish I were a tree" (1. 57). He does not under-
stand what is happening to him. He does not consult 
scriptures. He searches his knowledge without an answer: 
"Now I am here, what thou wilt do with me / None of my 
books will show" ( 11. 55f.). The effect is clear. The 
circle is Hope of service, affliction, academic praise that 
mollifies pain, return to a sickness, complaint of useless-
ness, and, finally, hope of acceptance. 
Yet, though thou troublest me, I must be meek; 
In weaknesse must be stout. Well, I will change the service, and go seek Some other master out. Ah my deare Godl though I am clean forgot, Let me not love thee, if I love thee not. 
( 11. 61-66) 
He can not turn from God, but must go on the way God has 
planned. God effects a spiritual ague, sickness whose 
symptoms are pain, complaint, and obedience. He blames 
God for the cause of his illness. Although this is in-
directly true, the true cause, even though be does not 
acknowledge it, is his own sin. In 11 Sinne (I)" directly 
preceding "Affliction (I)," the persona notes three re-
vealing lessons: "sorrow dogging sinne, / Afflictions 
sorted, anguish of all sizes" (H. 45, 11. 5f .) • In 
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"Repentance," directly following., be admits the sin., which 
caused the outburst of "Affliction (I). 11 The divine af-
fliction drives him to "Repentance" (H. 48), and he con-
cedes the value of affliction: "Fractures well cur'd make 
us more strong" (1. 36). On this strength, he enters 
"Faith" (H. 49). 
"Faith" (H. 49) is not a credo, or any formal., all-in-
clusive affirmation of Christian dogma. Faith gives man 
power when he is at his worst. Faith transforms a low 
condition into a better one. Hunger becomes a feast; 
need, possession; debt., credit., on the power of faith. 
The fourth stanza gets to a more important issue. 
Faith makes me any thing, or all 
That I beleeve is in the sacred storie: And where sinne placetb me in Adams fall, Faith sets me higher in his glorie. 
(11. 17-20) 
Faith dispells original sin. It does not of itself dispell 
Adam's sin. Christ., by bis sacrifice, satisfied the con-
sequences of this sin. Salvation is like a blank check., 
signed by Christ. The debt can be paid. But faith alone 
can cash the check., pay the debt and attain salvation. It 
is only faith in Christ that can dispell original sin. 
The acceptance of Christ's power makes innocence possible. 
The latent power, prepared and contributed by Christ's 
death, becomes kinetic when the persona believes. Faith 
nullifies time, in Kierkegaardian fashion: 
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Faith puts me there with him, who sweetly took 
Our flesh and frailtie, death and danger. 
(11. 23f.) 
Faith has the same potency for everyone, making everyone 
equal, "While grace fills up uneven nature" (1. 32). 
Grace is an effect of faith, and is the real light that 
shows "what Christ hath done" (1. 36). Faith makes the 
final resurrection of the body possible (11. 41-44). 
In this confidence of faith, "Prayer (I)" (H. 51) 
defines itself. Prayer is the instrument of faith. It 
purifies tbe one wbo prays; it is II the souls bloud" ( 1. 
13). It communicates directly with God; it is "Cbureb-
bels beyond the starres beard" (1. 13). Not unlike faith, 
prayer is many things to many men, The truth is deeper, 
unspoken, yet, 11 something understood11 (1. 14), but not 
vague. Prayer, though diverse in its application, speaks 
one understood message, 
As Christ's sacrifice restores innocence to those who 
believe, the L0 rd 1s Supper mends the daily personal trans-
gressions. "The H. Communion" ( H, 52) has the power to 
wipe sin away. Christ gives Communlon this power; "For so 
thou should 1st without me still have been,/ Leaving 
within me sinne" (11, 5f.). Communion serves man as the 
remedy for sin; "Which spread their forces into every 
part,/ Meeting sinnes force and art 11 (11. llf.). It 
reverses the course of Adam's sin and returns man to a 
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condition of innocence. 
Thou bast restor'd us to this ease 
By this thy beav'nly bloud; 
Which I can go to, when I please, 
And leave th' earth to their food. (11. 37-l~O) 
Man can again commune directly with God. Adam bad this 
ability before the fall. Christ in the communion gives 
man this capacity. "Prayer (I)" and "The H. Cormnunion" 
define and explain two forms of communication between God 
and man. "Antiphon (I)" (H. 53) is the message of praise 
that the persona returns in thanks for God's communion. 
But ''Love I" ( H. 54) re-examines man's effort to 
praise God's "Irr111ortall Love" (1. 1). "Antiphon (I)," by 
contrast, is joyful, even jubilant. The more intriguing 
quote from the poem of praise is 
But above all, the heart 
Must bear the longest part. (11. llf.) 
"Love rn and "II" are an effort to come to terms with this 
"longest part." The persona admits that men put the great-
est effort, time, and invention on praising mortal love. 
How bath man parcel'd out thy glorious name, And thrown it on that dust which thou hast made, While mortal! love doth all the title gain1 
( 11. 3-5) 
This thought proposes a counter-movement, one that would 
give God the praise he deserves. Immortal Love takes 
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mortal form in "The Sacrifice, 11 is recognized as one of 
two important themes in ''The Agonie," moves sin away from 
man's heart in "Sepulchre," dominates "Faith," and causes 
the responses of "Prayer (I)," "The H. Communion, 11 and 
''Antiphon (I)." The persona has been praising Immortal 
Love, but now he evaluates the need to communicate praise 
or, at least, to try to balance the poetic injustice of 
mortal love. 
"Love II" (H. 54), the companion poem of "Love I, 11 
takes the next step, to establish a praise for Immortal 
Love. In this we may see a justification for the lyrical 
form, informal style., and personal tone of "The Church, 11 
Herbert has taken the forms, style and tone of contempo-
rary love lyrics and sonnet sequences and consecrated them 
to divine, rather than carnal., love, 
Immortall Heat., O let thy greater flame Attract the lesser to it: let those fires., Which shall consume the world, first make it 
tame; And kindle in our hearts such true desires, As may consume our lusts, and make thee way. 
(11. 1-5) 
After such an analysis, that earthly love has been 
given more time and invention and that he would like to 
establish poems of praise for God's love, his first re-
action is one of self doubt, 
How should I praise thee., Lordl bow should 
my rymes 
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Gladly engrave thy love in steel, 
If what my soul doth feel sometimes, 
My soul might ever feel! 
("The Temper (I)," H. 55, 11. 1-4) 
His inconstancy weakens his ability to praise. If be could 
only be at bis best all the time, then he could perform the 
praise adequately. His soul, like a bird, would "roost and 
nestle" under God's protection. Out of this idealistic 
petition comes submission. The persona allows God to 
determine the form of his praise. 
Yet take thy way; for sure thy way is best: 
Stretch or contract me, thy poore debter: 
This is but tuning of my breast, 
To make the musick better. (11. 21-24) 
In "The Temper (II) 11 (H. 56), be reverses himself and asks 
God to "keep a standing Majestie in me" (1. 16). He pre-
fers to be constant, resolute, tempered, because be feels 
that this would best serve God. He can best praise divine 
love if he has no temper, no ague. But God may have 
another way, another purpose for him, and another way of 
accomplishing it. The spiritual ague, as sin's cure, bas 
yet to be fulfilled. This inconstancy may "make the musick 
better." This bas been God's way in "Affliction (I)." 
He continues to seek for di vine poetry. 11 Jordan (I)" 
(H. 56) continues the thought of "Love I," but expands it 
with sly, even satiric examples of love poetry. He con-
cludes that the ornate, complex-invention style will not 
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do. He rejects the involuted thoughts that make the reader 
confused., "Catching the sense at two removes?" (1. 10). He 
concludes that the direct approach., the simple statement., 
is best. 
Nor let them punish me with losse of rime, 
Who plainly say, l1l Q.Q.9., ~ King. (11. 14r.) 
He asks to be useful to God, to have the employment of 
praising His grace. He wants to make something of his 
life. "Employment (I)" (H. 57) expresses bis fear of being 
useful in an unimportant way until he is "Nipt in the bud" 
(1. 4). He will fill Christ's garland with praise as God 
fills his capacity with joy. He wants to be of more use 
than his elemental dust. 
Let me not languish then., and spend 
A life as barren to thy praise., 
As is the dust, to which that life doth tend., 
But with delaies. (11. 13-16) 
The ultimate employment is nothing impressive. He is not 
seeking great personal glory. 
I am no link of thy great chain, 
But all my companie is a weed. 
Lord place me in thy consort; give one strain 
To my poore reed. (11. 21-2h) 
"The H. Scriptures I" and II II" (H. 58) serve two pur-
poses. They propose an example of God's written praise, 
which the persona has been investigating; and, as God's 
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word, they express His manifestation and direction for 
man's well-being. In "The H. Scriptures I, 11 tbe persona, 
speaking to tbe Scriptures says, "Thou art all health" 
(1. 5). God's word is nourishment, pain's anesthetic, 
happiness, healer, heaven's resident ambassador, and joy's 
foretaste. "The H. Scriptures II" pursues the method that 
God's words use to communicate meaning. 
Meaning or interpretation rises, not out of the iso-
lated line, but with the joining of several lines, as stars 
form a constellation. Herbert has been using this method 
in his own poems. Each poem is internally consistent, ex-
pressive, and meaningful. But individual achievements do 
not stand .alone. Poems are placed in sequences, e.g. the 
investigation of poetic praise, which preceded the Scrip-
ture poems, or the Church-furniture poems which follow the 
"Whitsunday" and "hours" poems. But, more than nodules of 
related poems, there are those references throughout "The 
Church" to the Sacrifice and Love, and sin and affliction. 
The battle of sin and Love continues throughout~ Temple, 
even intruding into separate, seemingly independent, 
sequences. If sequences are the melodies, Sin and af-
fliction contribute the countermelodies. 
The persona, in "The H. Scriptures II," has not yet 
determined what the message is, but he does understand 
their method and their value. 
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Oh that I knew how all thy lights combine, 
And the configurations of their glorie! 
Seeing not onely how each verse doth shine, 
But all the constellations of tbe storie. 
(11. 1-4) 
The importance of the scriptures, at this point in "The 
Church, 11 is that they help the persona understand God's 
method and himself more clearly (11. 9-12). Bv extension 
" 
or implication, he bas the example for his own method. 
Concerning God I s method, "Whitsunday" (H. 59) questions 
the "sweet Dove" (1. 1). What became of this dove's 
"cordiall water" (1. 18)? The persona goes so far as to 
say that the dove, of the Holy Spirit, only ventures forth 
to quell the defiant threats of "conqu' ring sinne" ( 1. 
23). He appeals to God. 
Lord, though we change, thou art the same; 
The same sweet God of love and light: 
Restore this day, for thy great name, 
Unto bis ancient and miraculous right. 
(11. 25-28) 
"Grace" (H. 60) continues the petition, but rather 
than appealing to God's self-interest, be blames himself 
and asks God's help. 
My stock lies dead, and no increase 
Doth my dull husbandrie improve: 
0 let thy graces without cease 
Drop from above1 (11. 1-4) 
nGrace" counters the attitude of "Whitsunday," and sees 
the Holy Spirit as affecting people personally. 
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If grace adds to the persona's ability, then he can 
properly praise God. "Praise .(I) 11 (H. 61) also returns 
to the poetic question. 
To write a verse or two is all tbe praise, 
Tbat I can raise: 
Mend my estate in any wayes, 
Thou sbalt have more. (11.1-4) 
He admits tbat he has something to do; he has been given 
some employment, which he asked for in "Employment (I)" 
(H. 57). Now he has "one strain / To my poore reed" (H. 
57, 11. 23f.), but his object now is to do more. 
0 raise me then! Poore bees, that work all day, 
Sting my delay, 
Wbo have a work, as well as they, 
And much, much more. (llo 17-20) 
His praise grows ambitious. 
The persona, in "Affliction (II)" (H. 62), progresses. 
Now his affliction takes on the personification of Christ. 
His pain takes on the agony of the cross. He does not 
explain the direction or goal that he expects from this 
affliction, but there seems to be a feelins of purpose in 
his words. 
Thou art my grief alone, 
Thou Lord conceal it not: and as thou art 
All my delight, so all my smart: 
Thy crosse took up in one, 
By way of imprest, all my future mone. 
(11. 11-15) 
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Love and affliction intermingle. Once the persona saw the 
two opposed. Here he e.ccepts affliction as the image of 
Christ with salvation as the product of love. His death 
or his tears, even those of all men, shrink before Christ's 
agony. Although affliction is still the consequence and 
remedy flor sin, the persona gives it the presence of Christ. 
In 11Mattens" (H. 62), the persona asks God to "Teach 
me thy love to know" (1. 17). He is trying to untangle 
the threads of love and sin. Love is in the light of 
"Mattens.," and, it should be particularly noted, it is a 
11 new light." 
Teach me thy love to know; 
That this new light, which now I see, 
May both the work and workman show: 
Then by a sunne-beam I will climbe to thee. 
(11, 17-20) 
He bad not seen the light before. He hopes to see, and 
understand., the work and the workman, the creation and the 
creator of Love. God shows him the light, and also shows 
him the darkness, tbat absence of light that "wants the 
good of vertue, and of beins" (H:. 63, 1. 5). "S5.nne (II)" 
( H. 6 3) "is flat opposite to th' Almighty" ( 1. 4), but 
God shows the persona sin. 
But God more care of us bath bad: 
If apparitions make us sad, 
By sight of sinne we should grow mad. 
Yet as in sleep we see foul death, and live: So devils are our sinnes in perspective. 
(11. 6-10) 
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"In perspective" means in the distance. Our sins seem to 
be smaller in perspective. They can be seen and observed 
more carefully and less emotionally. "Devils II are the ap-
pabent size of our sins and give this perspective. "Even-
song" (H. 63) combines God's lessons of light and darkness., 
both lessons of love. In this poem light signifies the 
busy, active life; and night., the healing., passive life. 
I muse., which shows more love., 
The day or night: that is the gale., this th' 
harbour; 
That is the walk., and this the arbour; 
Or that the garden, this the grove. 
My God, thou art all love. (11. 25-29) 
The persona has stabilized his opinion of God's love. He 
asks to be taught God's love, sees sin through God's eyes, 
and interprets diurnal cycles as manifesting God's love. 
He seems to appreciate his own spiritual and emotional 
cycles better. 
On the foundations of God's love, the persona in-
vestigates his physical nature in "Church-monuments" (H. 
64)., his hope of heaven in "Church-musick" (H. 65), his 
sins in "Church-lock and key" (H. 66), God's foundations 
in men in "The Cburcb-floore" (H. 66), and man's divine 
responsibility to speak God's Word in "The Windows 11 (H. 
67). Patience and Humility compose the major checkering 
or alternation of "The Cburcb-floore." Love cements 
patience and humility together. These three lessons 
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have already been suggested in "The Church," although 
patience bas been the least learned. All three have yet, 
but expect, to be perfected. Confidence, "The gentle 
rising ••• Leads to the Quire above" (H. 67, 11. 7f.), 
begins imperceptibly. His confirmed knowledge of bis 
mortal, sinful nature, God's law implanted in his, and his 
heavenly mission cluster together in these 11 furni ture" 
poems. He bas come to a formulated state. Whether this 
is or is not the confidence that allows him to reach the 
11 Q.uire above," will have to be decided later, after he 
reaches the heavenly choir. These poems, however, present 
a confidence that permits a later, more complete, con-
fidence. "The Church-floore" indicates that there is a 
"gentle rising," a gradual inclination toward heaven. 
This gentle confidence anticipates a greater confidence 
and, hopefully, a heavenly fulfillment by this confidence. 
"Trini tie Sunday" (H. 68) serves as a conclusion, re-
dedication and proposed goal. The trinitarian order serves 
the sequence of the poem as past, present, and future and 
each stanza as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The first 
stanza states what each person of the trinity bas done. 
Lord, who hast form 1d me out of mud, 
And bast redeem 1 d me through thy bloud, And sanctifi'd me to do good; (11. 1-3) 
The second proposes renewal in the present. 
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Purge all my sinnes done heretofore: 
For I confesse my beavie score, 
And I will strive to sinne no more. (11. 4-6) 
The third requests fulfillment in the future. 
Enrich my heart, mouth, bands in me, 
With faith, with hope, with charitie; 
That I may runne, rise, rest with thee. 
( 11. 7-9) 
This three times three, three considerations in each of 
three lines, covers all religious areas of importance. It 
would be difficult for such an all inclusive statement to 
be left out of a spiritual progress. It is just as neces-
sary to see that the "gentle rising" bas begun. The per-
sona does not pretend to be sinless. He knows that there 
is a perfecting process, a distillation, that must con-
tinue. His relation to God is sure. He is no longer in 
competition with Christ on the one band or the sinful 
world on the other. He has attained a self-restraint that 
gives him "Content" (H. 68). There is no assurance that 
be is always content, but be knows what it does and what 
it is. 
Give me the pliant minde, whose gentle measure 
Complies and suits with all estates; (11. 13f.) 
• • • 
He that by seeking bath himself once found, 
Hath ever found a happie fortune. (11. 35f.) 
"Content" is a peak, but not a plateau. This and the next 
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poems consider this new rising, and are more conservative 
in their exuberance or depression. They are, in one sense, 
more contented. The persona, in "The Quid di tie" ( H. 69), 
takes his poems to be helpful to him, to his own under-
standing. Verses are not, of themselves, a crown of praise 
or a "point of honour" (1. 2), or a weapon against the 
world. They were these in "Jordan (I)," and "Love I" and 
"II. 11 If the poem is truly "The Quiddi tie," which is a 
fine or oversubtle distinction, it rejects all so-called 
importance that may be connected, attached or said-to-be 
related to bis poems. The only importance of verse is 
that it reduces quiddities between the persona and God. 
But it is that which while I use I am with thee, and most~ !]d. ( 11. llf.) 
He uses a poem to reject poetry, or at least the temporal 
benefits of poetry. Poetry promotes his relation to God. 
How this works does not enter the considerations. Poetry 
is a means to a higher end. 
Examination of virtue, in "Humili tie" (H. 70) and 
"Constancia" (H. 72), ofr the world, in "Frail tie" (H. 71), 
and or "Affliction (III)" (H. 73) comes through the poetic 
catalyst. "Humilitie" is a lesson on the antidotes t'or 
sin; "Frailtie, 11 on the value of heaven over this world, 
"Constancia" confirms a spiritual version of tbe selt'-
control that joins "The Church-porch." After virtue and 
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the remedies for sin, constancy maintains any good achieve-
ment. Consistency perpetuates virtue. At least the pros-
pect of sustained virtue carries the persona above his 
grief. The third II Affliction" accepts pain because God 
uses it for His purpose and the persona's benefit. The 
persona bas learned that affliction is God's discipline. 
11 Sinne (I)" (H. 45) admits this means of teaching, but 
knowing and believing, understanding and accepting this 
fact are two independent experiences. The 33 poems be-
tween "Sinne (I)" and "Affliction ( III" enc our age the 
persona to internalize his knowledge, the definitions, and 
symbolic stories. The knowledge of affliction, i.e. the 
understanding of the consequences of sin, bas become more 
than a theological exercise in hermeneutics. Knowledge 
becomes experience, and it is the experience that teaches 
more deeply than the explanation or definition. Besides 
being the consequence for sin, affliction is the remedy 
for sin, thereby "Making a scepter of the rod" (H. 73, 
1. 4). The persona understands and appreciates the value 
of his grief. 
The sigh then onely is 
A gale to bring me sooner to my blisse. 
( 11. llf.) 
The presence of Christ in the grief is responsible for af-
fliction's conversion from punishment to reward, wound to 
remedy. 
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Thy life on earth was grief, and thou art still Constant unto it, making it to be 
A point of honour, now to grieve in me, And in thy members suffer ill, {ll. 13-16) 
The most constant attribute of Christ's presence is the 
affliction of His members. Christ's constancy, His being 
present in the spiritual sickness, purifies the members of 
His Body. 
What the persona expects bis affliction to accomplish 
follows "Affliction ( III) 11 in "The Starre" {H. 74). He 
asks the star to take a lodging in his heart, and makes 
three requests. All three sound very much like the ef-
fects, purpose, and hope of a Christian's ague, 
First with thy fire-work burn to dust Folly, and worse then folly, lust: 
Then with thy light refine, 
And make it shine: 
So disengag'd from sinne and sicknesse, Touch it with thy celestiall quicknesse, That it may hang and move 
After thy love, 
Then with our trinitie of light, 
Motion, and beat, let's take our flight Unto the place where thou 
Before didst bow. (11. 9-20) 
These three may serve as steps of "The Church. 11 They are 
necessary steps toward union with God, The star serves as 
a metaphor for Christ, The persona expects the star and 
Christ: 1 to burn off impurities; 2 to refine the heart 
by filling it with understanding; and 3 to cause the heart 
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to move toward heaven, toward love. The burning is the 
office of affliction. Poetry, both the theory of poetry 
and the poems, serve to refine the heart. The hope of 
heaven, love, and God draws him on. These steps are not 
entered once and for all. They are taken sequentially 
and repeatedly. Each circle burns off more impurities, 
sands or polishes to a better shine of purity, and moves 
the heart closer to heaven by beginning the cycle again. 
That so among the rest I may 
Glitter, and curle, and winde as they: 
That winding is their fashion 
Of adoration. (11. 25-28) 
Wa.tbout the hope of heaven, affliction would have become 
unbearable. Affliction prunes and strengthens the spirit, 
giving vigor and purpose. Affliction's vitality, in the 
last step, moves on to cure the spiritual ague and, for 
the time being, increases the effectual presence of God, 
11 Sundayn ( H. 75) is the earthly heaven, "The fruit 
of this, the next worlds bud" (1. 2). The persona, moved 
and renewed by Sunday, continues. He examines the base 
origins of money in "Avarice" (H. 77) and the value of 
Mary, saints, and angels to intercede with God. He re-
jects the ultimate value of gold and refuses to accept 
accessory aid in "Anagram" {H. 77) and "To all Angels and 
Saints" (H. 77). Man must take tbe respons:tbility for 
his own relationship with God. He, man or the persona, 
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accepts the intercession of Christ, which is necessary and 
sufficient to salvation. No other mediator is needed; 
therefore, no other power is courted or accepted. After 
rejecting these earthly and heavenly aids, he examines 
himself in "Employment (I)" (H. 78). 
He bears no resemblance to the star shot from heaven 
to help bim, no resemblance to the immortal Christ. 
Man is no starre, but a quick coal Of mortall fire: Who blows it not, nor doth controll A faint desire, Lets his own ashes choke his soul. (11. 6-10) 
This image of the "quick coal" explains the need for per-
petual diligence, for self-control and for purification. 
Without watchfulness the flame dies; without control sins 
will smother his life; purification is the only hope to 
preserve the fire, to blow it alive. "Life is a business, 
not good cheer; / Ever in warres" (11. 16f.). There is 
always the battle of earth and heaven (cf.11. 18-20). 
Life is not comfort but a continual striving, a sustained 
employment in the ser1rice of heaven. This motivation is 
man's business. The persona asks to be like "That busie 
plant" (1. 22) the orange tree, but be fears that be will 
not have enough time. Men, like orange trees, require 
years of growth before they can produce their fruit, then, 
no sooner do they yield fruit than the frosts of death and 
their productivity (cf. 11. 26-30). "Deniall" (H. 79) 
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continues the fear of incomplete devotion. The fruit of 
the persona is his poetry. 
When my devotions could not pierce 
Thy silent eares; 
Then was my heart broken., as was my verse: 
My breast was full of fears 
And disorder: (11. 1-5) 
The broken rhyme scheme is part of the meaning. He wants 
to be returned to productivity. 
O cheer and tune my heartlesse breast., 
Deferre no time; 
That so thy favours granting my request., 
They and my minde may chime., 
And mend my ryme. (11, 26-30) 
"Thy favours" and 11my minde" form two parts of a bell. 
One without the other can not chime; together they do. 
Their mutual effort produces healing., the mending of bis 
rhyme and his heart. 
"Christmas" (H. 80) is the chime that brings God and 
man together. In tbe person of Christ., Clod and man are 
one person. In Christ., man is atoned and God's justice 
is satisfied. At Christmas., Christ waits until grief 
bring man to Him. 
There wben I came., whom found I but my deare, My dearest Lord., expecting t:tll tbe grief Of pleasures brought me to him readie there To be all passengers most sweet relief? 
( 11. 5-8) 
The question is more like a surprise. Christ has been 
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waiting all this time, waiting for the "grief of pleasures" 
to send him to Him. The persona requests Christ to 
Furnish & deck my soul, that thou mayst have A better lodging then a rack or grave. 
(11. 13f,) 
His response begins: 
The shepherds sing; and shall I silent be? My God, no hy.mne for thee? (11. 15f.) 
And ends with a beautiful expression of mutual response: 
Then we will sing, and shine all our own day, And one another pay: His beams shall cheer my breast, and both so 
twine, Till ev 1 n his beame sing, and my musick shine. 
(11. 31-34) 
Such is the chime of God and man joined by Christ. Light 
takes on poetry; poetry shines with musico Understanding 
and appreciation are one. Belief elevates acceptance to 
praise, 
For all God has done, the persona discovers man's 
"Ungratefulnesse" (H. 82), God gives man "two rare 
cabinets" (1. 7), the Trinity and the Incarnation. God 
gives them as a dowry. The mystery of the Trin.t ty is 
dazzling; comprehension is not possible "till death blow/ 
The dust into our eyes:" (11. 16f.). The Incarnation, 
being like man in some aspects, is easier to understand 
(cf, 11. 19-24). What can man's reaction be to these 
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two overwhelming gifts? Certainly not gratefulness. 
But man is close, reserv'd, and dark to thee: When thou demandest but a heart, 
He cavils instantly. 
In bis poore cabinet of bone 
Sinnes have their box apart, Defrauding thee, who gavest two for one. 
(11. 25-30) 
Not only does man accept the dowry but he does not return 
his heart in the bargain. Man hides his sins in another 
box. Like a bookmaker with two sets of books. He is 
willing to show the clean set, with their balanced entries; 
while be keeps a private set for his own pleasures. Man 
shows his good side, without sin, and does not admit the 
true state of his business with God, Man in general is 
considered in "Ungratefulnesse, '' The persona, one man in 
particular, is considered in "Sighs and Grones" (H. 83). 
He recognizes the general ungratefulness but asks 
God not to destroy him for it. 
O do not use me After my sinnest look not on my desert, But on thy gloriest (11, 1-3) 
The persona separates himself from the general ungrateful-
ness of man. He recognizes the Savior's cordial feast 
with his sighs, and the Judge's corrosive rod with his 
groans (cf. 11. 25-30), He accepts both, but, naturally, 
prefers the feast. He relies on the glory of God. This 
optimistic alternative becomes more general in the next 
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poem., which sees God's Glory as tbe power to re-create the 
world. 
In the allegory of "The World" (H. 84), Love builds. 
Wisdom sweeps away Fortune. Pleasure weakens the building. 
Laws reform and punish. Sin uproots all with guilt, but 
Grace cuts guilt down, Sin and Death together destroy 
the building. 
But Love and Grace took Glorie by the hand, And built a braver Palace then before. 
(11. 19-20) 
From creation to re-creation, man's history without divine 
help moves from Fortune through Pleasure to Sin and Death. 
These might even be the sequence of The Temple: "The 
Church-porch" combats pleasure with self-control; "The 
Church" understands Sin and feels the effects of Grace; 
and 11 The Church Militant" examines the progress of Sin 
until the World dies, and ''L'Envoy" calls for Glory to 
destroy Sin and restore Christ's followers. 
This "double motion.," the history of sin and the 
progress of r,race, applies to individuals as easily as it 
does to the world. "Coloss. 3, 3, Our life is ~id with 
Christ in God" (H. 84) interprets this double effect upon 
the persona. 
One life is wrapt In flesh., and tends to earth: 
The other winds towards Him, whose bappie birth Taught me to live here so., That still one eye Should aim and shoot at that which Is on high: 
(11.5-8) 
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He takes a definite stand against the world's enticements. 
Quitting with daily labour all JiY pleasure., To gain-at harvest an eternall Treasure. 
( 11. 9f.) 
This commitment sounds like a decision on "If rottennesse 
have more., let Heaven go" ( H. 7, 1. 18)., from "The Church-
porch." He decides not to let Heaven go. "Vanitie (I)" 
(H. 85) elaborates this decision with three negative ex-
amples. The Astronomer., Diver and Doctor follow their 
occupations., seeking tbeir objectives. The persona re-
sponds "What hath not man sought out and found, / But his 
deare God?" (11. 22f,). Even with God's "glorious law" 
which mellows "the ground/ With showres and frost., with 
love & aw" (11, 24f.)., which is lodged innately in man., 
men still do not search for God but spend their time and 
abilities on vanities. 
Poore man., thou searcbest round To finde out death., but missest life at band. TIT." 27f.) 
In an effort to center bis thoughts on God and to dispell 
the world's vanities., the persona enters into "Lent" (H. 
86). "The Cburch-porch 11 improved the man by self-control., 
inner directives., and advanced by reason and simple ex-
amples, The early part of "The Church" continued the 
self-control with self-dedication and personal response. 
But affliction entered into this self-sufficient spirit 
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and the effects of sin became the teacher. Gradually af-
fliction became God's instrument, not that it was ever 
anything else, but God's presence in the affliction became 
evident and accepted by the persona. Each discipline bas 
its ob jec ti ve, a further, higher temperance. "Lent" takes 
the Scriptures and the Church to be the cause for temper-
ance and the means of discipline. Tbe objective is to 
meet with Christ. In retrospect, the dedication of "The 
Altar" lacks the realization that the persona may have to 
become his own sacrifice. The exchange of "The Thanks-
giving" is honest but inappropriate; rather than accepting 
wealth, honor and other worldly works, Christ will ask the 
persona to pay for his sin with affliction. Christ's 
grief as a cure for original sin, in II Good Friday,'' does 
not deal with the inevitable personal sin and individual 
payment. Affliction is the payment. All this is done so 
that be can meet with Christ. 
Yet Lord 5.nstruct us to improve our fast By starving sinne and taking such repat 
As may our faults controll: That ev'ry man may revell at his doore, Not in bis parlour; ("Lent," H. 87, 11. i~3-h7) 
(openly, in front of everyone, not secretly) 
banquetting the poore, 
And among those his soul. 
( 11. 47f.) 
By "Affliction (III)," the physical pain becomes a means 
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to heavt=mly bliss and an imitation of Christ. By "Afflic-
tion (IV)," three poems after "Lent," the pain beco111es a 
spiritual longing for heaven. Between them, the persona 
evaluates the world and discards its vanities. "Lent" 
provides a turninR point from earth to heaven. It is a 
poem about the authority of the Church in "The Church"' 
that redirects the persona's sight. 
Reminded that the day, the rose, and the spring, as 
promising and beautiful as they are, be learns that "all 
must die" ( 11 Vertue," H. 88, 1. 12) • For his soul to be 
banqueted, it must attain a consistency. 
Onely a sweet and vertuous soul, 
Like season 1d timber, never gives; 
But though the whole world turn to 
Then chiefly lives. 
coal, 
(11. 13-16) 
The soul works toward an immoveable virtue, temperance and 
obedience in "Lent'1 and firmness in "Vertue. 11 When the 
world is made into charcoal, then there may be hope for it. 
It is possible that seasoned timber, the sweet and virtuous 
soul, may have to be purified with fire, at least the fire 
of affliction. The by-products of this world, i.e. learn-
ing, honor, and pleasure, fall before the love of God. In 
uTbe Pearl. Matth. 13.45. 11 {H. 88), the persona accepts 
God's terms, rejects the world's goods, and acknowledges 
God's love as the pearl of great price. He is saved, not 
by his own effort, but by God's grace. 
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Yet through these labyrinths, not my groveling 
wit, But thy silk twist let down from heav 1n to me, Did both conduct and teach me, how by it 
To cli.mbe to thee. ( 11. 37-L~o) 
His grief now, not the physical pain or fear of rejection, 
is that he is 11 A wonder tortur'd in the space/ Betwixt 
this world and that of grace" (H. 90, 11. 5f.). The 
heavenly movement is clear in II Affliction ( IV) 11 ( H. 89) • 
Affliction is the means of praise and the healer of sin's 
sickness. 
Then shall those powers, which work for erief, Enter thy pay., 
And day by day Labour thy praise., and my relief; With care and couraee building me, Till I reach beav 1n, and much more, thee. (11. 25-30) 
In the early poems of "The Church, 11 the persona hopes for 
employment and dedicates his services to God. His goal is 
to repay Christ's kindness. He has progressed far above 
usefulness. "Man" ( H. 91) expresses man I s enviable posi-
tion. "Man is one world, and hath/ Another to attend 
him" ( 11. 4 7f.). In "Man, 11 the persona seems to dedicate 
the world and man to God. But, contrary to the rather 
limited hopes of' "The Sinner" (H. 38) or "Nature" (H. 45), 
the persona, as "Man," keeps his sights on heaven. 
Since then, my God, thou bast So brave a Palace built; O dwell in it, That it may dwell with thee at lastt 
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Till then, afford us so much wit; That, as the world serves us, we may serve thee, And both thy servants be. ("Man," H. q2, 11. 49-54) 
"The Sinner" onlv asked to "restore thine image" (1. 12); V 
"Nature," 11 0 tame my heart" (1. L+). In "Man," the heart is 
tamed, and the image is being restored. The persona moves 
to praise ''the God of love" for his mercies, grace, glory, 
and sacrifice, in "Antiphon (II)" (H. 92). He sees the 
company of angels and men united in a chorus of praise. 
Praised be the God alone, 
Who bath made of two folds one. (11. 22f.) 
But praise precedes "Unkindnesse" (H. 93). Praise does 
not replace man's recognition of Christ 1 s sacrifice. The 
real direction of man, and the persona, in particular, 
seeks to accept God 1s love. 
. • • JiI God ue2_n ! tree 
!!.!s bloud did spill 
Onely !Q purchase ml good-will. (11. 22-24) 
His real hope is in "Life" (H. 9Ld not in transient exist-
ence, which is like a flower, but in transcending death, 
like dried herbs. The importance of this world depreciates 
as the hope of heaven becomes clearer. The world and its 
attainments were given up in "The Pearl" ( H. 88). The 
person~'s own importance in this life diminishes. 
I follow straight without complaints or grief, 
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Since if my sent be eood, I care not if It be as short as yours. (H, 94, 11, 16-18) 
As long as his influence, scent, on others is good, the 
length does not matter. Virtue and good works have a time 
limitation; they are confined within the limits of time. 
If affliction and even death can send him above time, he 
prepares to accept them. In "The Al tar, 11 be dedicates his 
heart, and God purifies 1 t with affliction. In "Submis-
sion" (H. 9.5), he gives his eyes, We can expect God to 
blow the dust, of Death, in his eyes ("Ungratefulnesse," 
H. 82, 11. 16f.), 
But that thou art my wisdome, Lord, And both mine eyes are thine, My minde would be extreamly stirr'd For missing my designe. 
(H. 9.5, 11. 1-4) 
He asks God to give him "Some place and power" ( 1. 6) that 
God's praises may grow with his own place. If this is sub-
mission, there is a definite ulterior motive, Although 
the submission is not selfish, it is not yet selfless. 
The persona's effort to understand God's ways balances 
bis realization of his own inconsistency. In "Justice (I)" 
(H, 9$), he expresses his ignorance about God's relation 
to him. In the search for God's method, the persona dis-
covers his own method, or lack of consistent method, To 
reform his method, "Charms and Knots" (H. 96) covers a 
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variety of subjects, scripture, money, charity, prayer, 
defamation, humility, mortality, sermons, and drinking. 
Although it bears a resemblance to the "Church-porch," the 
intent is more spiritual. For example, concern for adorn-
ment, i.e., powder for the hair, teaches vanity, mortality, 
rather than moderation of physical concerns. 
When th' hair is sweet through pride or lust, The powder doth forget the dust. (11, 13f.) 
These are spiritual lessons which may stabilize his method. 
"Affliction (V)" (H, 97) explains the security of 
God's "floting Ark" (1. 3) and understands the way to the 
second Paradise. 
There is but joy and grief; If either will convert us, we are thine: 
( 11. 13f.) 
But the persona still shrinks from affliction. 
My God, so temper joy and wo, That thy bright beams may tame thy bow. 
( 11. 23f. ) 
He hopes that love will govern His justice. 
The persona returns to man's mortality. Every age, 
infancy, childhood, the young man, manhood, and age, de-
picts man's eventual end. Death, these images of death, 
become a lesson on mortality and a "Mortification" (H. 98) 
of what men call life. "Life" (H. 94) teaches the hope 
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of eternal life. "Mortification" learns from death. 
Yet Lord., instruct us so to die., That all these dyings may be life in death. ( 11. 35f.) 
What men call life is mortality and a form of death. The 
process of mortal living is the sequence of dying. Life., 
as the persona uses it, means the tmmortal life of the 
spirit. · If the spirit wants to live, it must renounce the 
life of the flesh, and rely on God's grace and hope for 
heaven, even though "the beat/ Of thy great love" ("De-
cay," H. 99, 11. 16f.) urges the Last Judgment. Yet if 
God's praise depends upon man, it will be soiled praise. 
Man would sooner serve swine ( 11Miserie," H. 101., 11. 43-
48). But this reference immediately brings the hope of 
The Prodigal son, although the persona does not see this. 
To the persona., "Man is a foolish thing" (1. 2) in 
"Miserie" (H. 100). Man's foolishness causes the per-
sona misery. Man had all the advantages., then lost them. 
Now he is 
A lump of flesh, without a foot or wing To raise him to a glimpse of blisse: 
A sick toss'd vessel., dashing on each thing; 
Nay., his own shelf: 
My God., I mean my self. 
(11. 73-78) 
This is true, that man destroys himself without a hope of 
heaven, but it excludes the love of God and the sacrifice 
of Christ. Love is its own praise, and the expression of 
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love is praise. "Jordan (II)" (H. 102), in an effort to 
praise this love, discounts polished lines and "quick" 
notions in favor of "a plain intention." As a friend 
advises him: 
There is in love a sweetnesse readie penn'd: Gopie out onely that, and save expense. 
( 11. l 7f.) 
This is the first entrance of the friend, who may be inter-
preted as Christ, the spirit of God, the Holy Spirit, or 
the persona's own conscience. The friend may also be the 
perspective of the persona as be looks back upon earlier 
experiences. Whichever the friend is, he serves as 
another form of discipline, a teacher, separate from, 
but close to the persona. 
"Prayer (II)" (H. 103) expresses gratitude for God's 
love. It responds to II Jordan ( II) 11 by copying out the 
sweetness of love. This love takes the form of "an easie 
quick accesse" (H. 103, 1. l); God allows prayer to be an 
irmnediate messenger to His presence. Prayer immediately 
unites God and man in conversation. The persona, con-
fident of prayer's effectiveness and God's "unmeasurable 
love" (1. 13), would be willing to give up all but prayer. 
Since then these three wait on thy throne, 
~, Power, and~; I value prayer so, That were I to leave all but one, 
Wealth, fame, endowments, vertues, all should go; I and deare prayer would together dwell, And quickly gain, for each inch lost, an ell. 
( 11. 19-24) 
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The exchange, even if it could take place, would not really 
give up anything because God's openness, power, and love 
compose the effectiveness of prayer. Tbese make prayer 
what it is, useful to men. 
Rather than following prayer with praise, the persona 
expresses his thanks in another document, a contract, 
specifically a deed of gift. Earlier he would have written 
a verse to praise God I s lov.:e for him, but after '' Jordan 
( II) 11 praise is no substitute for love. He excludes 
Pleasure from this deed. The gift be gives indeed is his 
own will, the ruling of his actions. Pleasure being ex-
cluded from his will, God is given the power over his 
actions. Christ's death, as the product of his love, 
causes him to make this gift. But, in the light of 
Christ's death, his deed of gift loses its generosity and 
is, in reality, a deed of purchase. His will pays for 
Christ's love. For this reason, the poem is "Obedience" 
(H. 104). He withholds the power to praise. Only the 
presence and action of Christ can make the verses worthy. 
How happie were my part, 
If some kinda man would thrust his heart Into these lines; till in heav 1ns Court of Rolls They were by singed souls Entred for both, farre above their desertt 
(11. hl-45) 
Tbe purpose of poetry reaches to God. Once the purpose was 
invention, then praise, "Jordan (I), 11 now it explains the 
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sweetness of love. 
With this contractual love, the persona, in "Con-
science" (H. 105), rejects pessimism. His cure, "physick," 
is nMy Saviours bloud" ( 1. 14), which is an internal cure 
and an external guard. 
The bloudie crosse of my deare Lord Is both my physick and my sword. (11. 2Jf.) 
The service to God, once performed in Solomon's temple, 
begins now in the heart, which is the new temple. From it 
prayers and petitions arise. 
All Solomons sea of brasse and world of stone Is not so deare to thee as one good grone. ("Sion," H. 106, 11. 17f.) 
In "The Altar," the heart was a stone, but the image 
changes. 
And truly brasse and stones are heavie things, Tombes for the dead, not temples fit for thee: But grones are quick, and full of wings, And all their motions upward be; And ever as they mount, like larks they sing; The note is sad, yet musick for a King. 
(11. 19-24) 
When the images of flight and wings were used in "Easter-
wings" (H. 43), the persona imitates Christ. His afflic-
tion, which "shall advance the flight in me" (1. 20), has 
not deepened to groans. Talk of "affliction" lacks a per-
sonal application, even a substantial reality, but the 
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subject develops into Brief, and sighs and groans, The 
sounds of longing and sadness ring true in their soul 
shaking effects. The sadness comes from a sickness, a 
longing to go home to heaven. In "Home" {H. 107), he 
asks for one of two cures for his illness. 
O show thy self to me, Or take me up to tbee1 ( 11. 5f.) 
The soothing presence of God would serve, but the cure is 
to return home. 
There is no fruitfull yeare, but that which 
brings The last and lov'd, though dreadfull days. (11. 57f,) 
A satisfactory solution, although temporary, is the modera-
tion of "The British Church" (H. 109). The persona con-
siders this way a perfect one, 11 Nei tber too mean, nor yet 
too gay" (1, 8). This church is an adequate substitute 
because God has protected it with his love (cf. 11. 25-30), 
While he remains in the world, be combats the attri-
butes of beauty, money, glory, and wit, His rebuttal to 
the world is "The Quip" ( H. 110). He bas already rejected 
the accouterments of this existence, The ultimate rebuke 
will be God I s: 11~ ~ shalt answer, !&£2., for ~" ( 1, 
20). God's answer, as the persona interprets it, is simple. 
Yet when the houre of thy designe To answer these fine things shall come; 
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Speak not at large; say., I am thine: And then they have their answer home. (11. 21-24) 
But inside., in his own soul., the rebuttal of the world's 
pleasures wealrnns. He tries to strengthen himself in 
"Vani tie ( II)" (H. 111). 
If souls be made of earthly mold., 
Let them love gold; 
If born on high., Let tbem unto their kindred flie: For they can never be at rest., Till they regain their ancient nest. (11. 11-16) 
The theme of restlessness., which becomes lucid in "The 
Pulley" (H. 159)., begins with the anticipation of heaven 
in "The World" (H, 84), But this., in "Vanitie (II)," ex-
plains concisely what it means. The world is rejected as 
his home. Heaven is his home, but be can not yet return. 
He is between "this world and that of grace" ("Affliction 
(IV)," H. 89., 1. 5), like a bird between the ground and 
his nest. He cannot fly to his rest without dying, Death 
is not in his power, so he is suspended in air between 
earth and fire. 
"The Dawning" (H. 112) encourages him., and "Jesu" 
( H. 112) eases him. "The Dawning., 11 along with the en-
couragement., reprimands him. 
But thou dost still lament., and pine., and crie; And feel his death., but not his victorie. ( 11. 7f.) 
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Sadness, mortal sickness, never happens again in "The 
Church.'' Sighs and groans still occur, but as payment for 
Christ's satisfaction, a down payment on a cance.led debt. 
Without this token payment, the debt would exe.ct the per-
sona to die two deaths,: the death of the body and the death 
of the spirit. The sighs and groans for Christ's death 
prevent his soul's death. They pay for an option on 
eternal life. This is bis "Businesse" (H. 113). He loses 
bis sins and gains atonement. This is the balance of the 
spiritual profit and loss. But what is the soul worth 
that it should be paid with so high a price by the Savior? 
Tbis is the question of "Dialogue" (H. llld. The set value 
is not relevant, because the soul bas been bought and paid 
for. The persona returns to bumble submission, in "Dul-
nesse" (H. 115), where he proposes a proper response. 
Lord, cleare thy gift, that with a constant wit 
I may but look towards thee: 
Look onely; for to love thee, who can be, 
--- What angel fit-r-- (11. 25-28) 
He recognizes Jesus Christ as his "Love-joy" (H. 116) and 
God as ''Providence" (H. 116). Besides the plentiful ex-
amples to show bow all creation honors God, the persona 
explains man's situation, that he is secretary to God's 
praise (1. 8) and "The worlds high Priest" (1. 13). Man 
is in a crucial and responsible position • 
• • • he doth present 
The sacrifice for all; ••• 
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He that to praise and laud thee doth refrain, 
Doth not refrain unto himself alone, 
But robs a thousand who would praise thee fain, And doth commit a world of sinne in one. 
(11. 13f,, 17-20) 
Man joins earth to heaven. He can also break the link that 
drops the world into sin. 
With "Hope" (H. 121), the persona returns to the sub-
jects of time and eternity. He hopes in, within the con-
text of, time. His temporal presents elicit eternal 
lessons in patience, clear seeing and vit,lity. 
I gav·e to Hope a watch of mine: but he 
An anchor gave to me. 
Then an old prayer-book I did present: 
And be an optick sent. 
With that I gave a viall full of tears: 
But he a few green eares. Ah Loyterer! I 1 le no more, no more I 1 le bring: 
I did expect a ring. (11. 1-8) 
He hopes for constancy. He is impatient for eternity. He 
expects Hope to give him security. He is inconstant or 
rather constant in his own ring, round and round in the 
same track, in "Sinnes round" (H. 122). His thoughts in-
flame his words which, in turn, infect bis actions. The 
circle begins again "And so my sinnes ascend three stories 
high" (1. 14), a growing tower of Babel. He acknowledges 
all of Christ's benefits, in "Time" (H. 122), but puts off 
the thought of the last day. In "Home" (H. 107), be 
looks to heaven, but, in "Time," be stalls for time. 
"Gratefulnesse" (H. 123) softens this conflict. He 
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asks to be grateful, not occasionally, not even most of 
the time. 
Not thankfull, when it pleaseth me; As if thy blessings had spare dayes: But such a heart, whose pluse may be Thy praise. (11. 29-32) 
Gratefulness is one step toward the time-eternity resolu-
tion. He searches for some "Peace" (H. 124), some seed of 
eternity set into time. The communion bread is the answer. 
It gives repose, but not rest. It has "A secret vertue 
bringing peace and mirth/ By flight of sinne" (11. 35f.). 
The Lord's bread, made of grain grown from His body, 
cures the heart temporarily, The only way to keep sin 
away is by true "Confession" (H. 126). 
Smooth open hearts no fastning have; but fiction Doth give a hold and handle to affliction. (11. 2Jf.) 
Complete openness and truth keeps sin and affliction, God's 
purge, away. The foundations of confession lie in honesty 
and unyielding openness. Confession is the way to pardon. 
The more a man confesses the more be is pardoned. If be 
confesses all bis sins, be begins life clean, pardoned of 
all sins. But if be hides a sin and does not confess it, 
he can not be pardoned for that sin. The more he hides, 
the more he sins. The more be sins, the more afflictions 
God sends. But, even when all sins are confessed and 
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pardoned, new sins emerge, This "Giddinesse" (H. 127), 
this tenacious tendency to return to sin, is unquenchable, 
The persona calls upon God for help. 
Lord, mend or rather make us: one creation Will not suffice our turn: Except thou make us dayly, we shall spurn Our own salvation. (11, 25-28) 
"The Bunch of Grapes 11 ( H. 128) begins with this fear of 
retrogression, the fear that "I am / Brought back to the 
Red sea, the sea of shame" (11, 6f.), It goes on, with 
the Moses-leading-the-people parallel, to hope for the 
promised land. He wants to taste a bit of bis "inherit-
ance" (1, 20). The wine, the Lord's blood, tastes of 
heaven, He praises Christ, 
Who of the Laws sowre juice sweet wine did make, Ev 1n God himself being pressed for my sake. 
( 11. 27f.) 
These samples of rest and redemption renew his hope of 
attaining heaven, The communion, the bread and the wine 
together, serves him with patience, and encouragement, 
He bas reached a secure enough position that be can review 
and reexamine the course he bas already taken. 
Looking back over his progress be sees the design of 
"Love unknown" (H. 129), a plan which appears hap-hazard, 
but actually achieves set goals. The friend helps the 
persona interpret what happened to him. His foul heart 
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was washed with blood and, then, thrown into the cauldron 
of affliction. His dull heart tried to rest, but thorns, 
which were his thoughts, spurred him on. These three 
divisions approximate the subjects that the persona has 
covered to this point. "The Sacrifice" of Christ in-
itially washed him, the affliction of sin boiled in him, 
and, finally, the hope of eternal rest spurred him from 
earthly relaxation. The "Deare Friend" explains it to 
him this way: 
••• Truly, Friend, For ought I heare, your Master shows to you More favour then you wot of. Mark it!~ end. The~ did onely, what™ old, renew: ~ Caldron flUppled, what !i!!.§. grown too hard: The Thorns did quicken, what~ grown too dull: All did but strive to mend, what you had marr 1d. Wherefore be cheer'd, and praise him !Q the full Each .9!;l, each houre, each moment of the week, Who fain would have you be™' tender, ~uick. (11. 1-70) 
As important as the means are, the persona is now renewed 
by Christ's blood, supple to God's will or tender to 
offend, and quick to respond to God. We should not yet 
assume that he is perfect, at least not in his sense, He 
bas not completed bis restlessness for heaven. He changes 
the purpose of praise. Once praise was the product of 
affliction and an effort to master words. But now the 
affliction of sin becomes the frustration of being earth 
bound. The mastery of poetry bas yielded to simply tell-
ing of God's love, even His "Love unknown." Praise is not 
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the concern of poetic achievement. Praise is the pulse of 
life. Going back as far as "Providence" (H. 116), praise 
unites God with his creation (cf. 11. 17-20). The poetic 
achievement is a worldly concern; man's purpose is to be 
the 11 Secretarie 11 of God's praise (1. 8). "Gratefulness" 
(H. 123) consists., ideally., of having "a heart, whose 
pulse may be/ Thy praise" (11. 3lf.). And now in "Love 
unknown" praise is all that is left to man to do. Praise 
almost keeps him alive until God takes him. 
"Love unknown" begins several retrospective poems on 
familiar subjects., but the reevaluations are more elevated., 
more objective., yet no less personal. "1Mans medleyr1 (H. 
131) reiterates that "Mans joy and pleasure/ Rather here-
after., then in present., is 11 ( 11. 5f.), that man touches 
heaven with one hand and earth with the other (1. 12)., and 
that man "of all things fears two deaths alone'' (1. 30). 
All three observations have been discussed earlier in "The 
Church, 11 but the objective, the end result, is higher, 
closer to heaven than when they were developed before. 
The dichotomy of joy here and hereafter, man mortal and 
immortal., and death physical and spiritual sets the per-
sona above sadness and frustration. He can see over 
seeming contradictories. 
Happie is he, wbose heart 
Hath found the art To turn bis double pains to double praise. 
(11. 34-36) 
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Even "The Storm" (H. 132) of sorrow or conscience reaches 
a distillation that is enviable because of the persona's 
elan. 
Poets have wrong'd poore storms: such dayes 
are best; They purge tbe aire without, within the breast. { 11. l ?f. ) 
Going from "'The Storm11 to "Paradise" (H. 132), the persona 
applies his understanding of the effect of private storms 
in order to learn that the cause of these storms of con-
science is God's Love. 
Such sharpnes shows the sweetest FREND: Such cuttings rather beal then REND: And such beginnings touch their END. (11. 13-15) 
He bas accepted God's design. He has more than acquiesced; 
he bas held it with praise. As a test of his sensitivity, 
bis tenderness to offend, "The Method" (H. 133) seeks what 
is wrong with his relation to God. He finds that ".!~st££-
ill / 1 did behave~ .2.arelessly, / When I did~" (11. 
15-17). If this poem bad been misplaced into the heart-
as-stone poems, its sublime concern would have been drown-
ed; its poignant tone and controlled emotion would have 
been blown away by sighs and groans. But the storms are 
behi~d. Even tbe storms of conscience are understood. 
Tbe sins grow subtle. 
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Late when ! would ~ somethine done, I had a motion to forbear, 
- - - Yet 1 went .£ill• (11, 22-24) 
The more subtle sins are, the more direct and constant the 
remedy has to be. 
Then once more pray: Down with thy knees, up with thy voice. Seek pardon first, and God will say, 
Glad heart rejoyce, (11. 28-31) 
If the instructions seem simpler, it is only that they can 
be simply stated. Fulfillment of the instructions, obedi-
ence to the last degree, labors in the persona, He sets 
aside wisdom, which includes theology, in 11 Divinitie 11 
(H. 134). God's directions are simple. 
Love God, !ill.9. ~ xour neighbour. Watch and 
~· Do !! X.2.. would be ~ unto. O dark instructions; ev 1n as dark as dayl 
(11. 17-19) 
Observance is not so obvious. Rather than the epicycles 
of theology, the persona is sure that "To take and taste 
what he doth there designe, / Is all that saves" (11. 
23f.). The essence of religion is faith. If reason, 
wisdom, or theology can help faith, all is well and good. 
But the persona is beyond this need, 
Then burn thy Epicycles, foolish man; 
Break all thy spheres, and save thy bead. Faith needs no staffe of flesh, but stoutly can To heav'n alone both go, and leade. 
(11. 25-28) 
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The grief tbAt be now feels is the pain of afflicting the 
Holy Spirit. He be.comes selfless. He weeps for tbe grief 
be caused. In "Epbes. 4.30: Grieve not the Holy Spirit, 
etc." (H. 135)., he apologizes for not having enough tears. 
Lord., pardon, for thy Sonne makes good My want of tears with store of bloud. ( 11. 35f.) 
All other "noise of thoughts" {''The Familie," H. 136, 1. 1), 
"loud complaints and puling fears" (1. 3) are excluded from 
the company. But somehow they intrude "As if there were 
no rule or eares" (1. 4). The discipline that united the 
family is explicit. 
First Peace and Silence all disputes controll, Then Order plales the soul; And giving all things their set forms and houres, Makes of wilde woods sweet walks and bowres. 
Humble Obedience neare the doore doth stand, Expecting a command; Then whom is waiting nothing seems more slow., Nothing more quick when she doth go. (11. 9-16) 
This ideal description of the family might just as easily 
apply to the balance of spiritual elements within the 
persona's heart. A larger inference might include peace, 
silence., order., and obedience as components of the cburcb 
or The Temple. "Family" can imply the community of the 
church., but the meaning does not have to be limited to the 
parents-and-children definition. All of these make up the 
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perfect relationship. Where these four are, God makes his 
constant stay. Without them He only visits. These are the 
goals, as the persona sees them now: Peace to control the 
effects of his affliction, Silence to fulfill his anticipa-
tion of heaven, Order to give him consistency and security, 
and Humble Obedience to execute God's will. The next 1+ 
poems illustrate these virtues. 
The dispute between ample, earthly joy and moderate 
joy which can be exchanged for heavenly bliss is the subject 
of 11Tbe Size" (H. 137). Earthly joy is made anathema by 
Christ. "Whereas a bit/ Doth tice us on to hopes of 
more,/ And for the present health restore" (11. 28-30). 
The peaceful resolution is that "These~~ tears, 
!ill£ be av 1 .n t be haven" ( 1. 4 7) • 
"Artiller1e 11 (H. 139) does not sound like an example 
of Silence, at least not from the title. God sends a star 
to burn bis impurities, but he tries to shake it off. The 
Friend says, 
Do .fil!_ ~ usest, disobey 
Expell good motions f!gm ..!hx breast, Which have the face of fire, but end in rest. 
- -
- - - -r1r: b-1D"" 
The persona does not understand and competes with God, 
using his artillery of tears and prayers. After the 
battle, he silently accepts that "I am but finite, yet 
thine infinitely" (1. 32) 
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11 Church-rents and schismes" (H. 140) illus tra tea 
Order by demonstrating what the lack of ecclesiastical 
order can do. It also reaffirms the importance of the 
Church as the consistent rule and house of security. 
11 Justice ( II) 11 ( H. 141) compares the old view of 
God's justice which caused fear and the new view which 
tempers God's law with Christ's mercy'. This indicates 
the basis for obedience, the new justice is easier to obey 
and more beneficial; "Against me there is none, but for me 
much" (1. 24). He has not, in the poem, reached Humble 
Obedience, but he understands tbe reasons for it. Peace, 
Silence, and Order are at a higher state of acceptance; 
the persona understands the need and application of the 
three. All four must be perpetuated for the rest of "The 
Church," if he is to enter the constant presence of God. 
In tbe search for Divine Presence, the persona em-
barks on "The Pilgrimage" (H. lLi.l). He explains his 
progress traveling between Desperation and Pride through 
Fancy, Care, and Passion. ~ Temple records some of 
these, but the weight of them is disposed of in "The 
Church-porch." The self-control of "The Church-porch" 
subdues their destructive potency,~ He acknowledges II one 
good Angell, which a friend bad ti'd / Close to my side" 
(11. 17f.). This may be the Friend that helps him learn 
from his experience. "The Pilgrimage" leads him to II the 
gladsome bill" (1. 19), where be thought bis hope would 
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be fulfilled, but it was not. To reach the end of his 
hope, he must pass through Death. 
My hill was further: so I flung away Yet heard a crie Just as I went,~ goes tbat way And lives: If that be all, said I, After so foul a journey death is fair, And but a chair. 
(11. 31-3.5) 
Then, after death, he will reach his rest. 
The persona resolves "to observe the strict decree/ 
Of my deare God with all my power &might." (11. lf.), in 
"The Holdfast" (H. 143), but be'.is told this is not pos-
sible. He will trust, be says, but is told that this was 
also not within his power. Everything is within God's 
power; nothing is man's. God gives man everything. The 
persona is troubled until a Friend explains "That all 
things were more ours by being his./ What Adam had, and 
forfeited for all, / Christ keepeth now, who cannot fail 
or fall" (11. 12-14). What then is left to man? In 
"Complaining" (H. 143), be is afflicted by the separation. 
"The Discharge" (H. 14!t) explains that the future is at 
God's disposal, man can not anticipate, whether be ex-
pects fulfillment of his hope or enlarged grief. Even 
"Thy life is Gods" (1. 11). What else is there? 
Onely the present is thy part and fee. 
And happy thou, If, though thou didst not beat thy future brow, Thou couldst well see 
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What present things requir'd of thee. 
(11. 21-25) 
The present is the part that man can pay. It is more than 
his part; it is his fee, his continued payment for con-
tinued blessines, "Praise (II)" (H. 146) recounts his 
payment, what he is willing to pay, and what blessings he 
receives. He becomes more willing to wait for heaven, 
perhaps because he has been given something meaningful to 
do. He calls to others to bring their hearts, which are 
"An Offering" {H. lh7), In return God will heal their 
wounds with his blood. 
Seek out this All-heal, and seek no repose, Untill thou finde and use it to thy good: 
(11. 22f.) 
For this medicine, a song of praise becomes part of the 
offering. The hymn and the heart join Christ's sacrifice. 
The two, the payment and the purchase, a.re exchanged. 
Yet thy favour 
May give savour To this poore oblation; 
And it raise 
To be thy praise, And be my salvation. (11. 37-42) 
This temporary situation, hoping for heaven yet separated 
from God, returns to the persona with a pitiable "Longing" 
(H. 148). He lays bis heart at God's feet. In "The Bag" 
(H. 151), he will use Christ as bis messenger. Christ, 
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speaking, says, 
••• what he sends I will present, and somewhat more, Not to bis hurt. Sighs will convey Any thing to me. Harke, Despair away. (11. 39-42) 
His own despair is controlled for a time, not very long 
if "The Collar" (H. 153) is an indication. For now, the 
length of the poem, bis sorrow is subdued and he con-
siders the sorrow of "The Jews" (H. 1.52) who do not have 
the advantage of Christ to mediate for them. He feels 
sorry for them and sees the Church, on the last day, cry-
ing to the Lord for them. 
He returns to bis frustration. In "The Collar" (H. 
153), he cries "No more II and vows to give up everything, 
"Have I no harvest but a thorn" (1. 7). His affliction 
destroys the effects of Communion. 
Sure there Before my sighs did drie it: Before my tears did 
was wine 
there was corn 
drown it. (11. 10-12) 
He decides to give up his "sigh-blown age" and double his 
pleasure from now on. He will be his own law. The re-
bellion is emotionally convincing and the more revolu-
tionary when seen against the preceding history of de-
velopment, the affliction, the cure of Christ, tbe peace 
of the bread and the joy of the wine. His progress of 
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self-control and selfless obedience quiver on the brink. 
But as I rav 1d and grew more fierce and wilde At every word, Me thoughts I heard one calling, Cbildt And I reply'd, l!l. Lord. 
---rr1. 33-36) 
His conscience, the seed of God's love, calls him "child," 
which recalls a personal, parental relationship. All of 
the previous competition, discipline, consolation, and 
loving exchanges build toward this "child." Tbe persona 
is inferior in capacity and knowledge. His ability to 
satisfy the law is impossible without grace. Although be 
is inferior, he is loved. The II child" indicates this. 
The persona's response is different. It is not "Father," 
as would be the appropriate response. Aware of his debt 
and general inferiority, and, particularly, conscious of 
bis rebellious guilt, the persona replies "My Lord." 
After he returns to God, God seems to leave him. The 
persona bas only 11 Tbe Glimpse" (H. 1.54) of delight. He 
bas been satisfied with "a crumme" so that the store of 
blessings, that he hopes for, will not be diminished. Yet 
he asks God to cure his affliction. 
If I have more to spinne, The wheel shall go, so that thy stay be short. Thou knowst how grief and sinne Disturb the work. 0 make me not their sport, Who by thy coming may be made a courtt (11. 26-30) 
There is a hint of hope that God will stay with him 
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longer, but he controls his longing. 
He is left with a II s pi tefull bitter thought" ( "As-
surance, n H. 155, 1, 1). He remembers what he expected 
his relation with God to be, but he does not give into 
this doubt. 
Now foolish thought go on, 
Spin out thy thread, and make thereof a coat 
To hide thy shame: for thou hast cast a bone 
Which bounds on thee, and will not down thy 
throat: 
What for it self love once began, 
Now love and truth will end in man. 
(11. 37-42) 
This refutation confirms, or re-confirms, his zeal. The 
invocation of "The Call" (H. 156), the joining of purpose 
in "Clasping of hands" (H. 157), and the rededication of 
11 Praise ( II) 11 ( H. 157) follow fast and exaltedly. 
"The Call" asks, prays, for the fulfillroent of all 
his expectations and God's promises. It brings us, in 
summary, their relationship. The first stanza reviews 
God's effects on him: 
Come, my Way, my Truth, my Life: 
Such a Way, as gives us breath: 
Such a Truth, as ends all strife: 
Such a Life, as killeth death, (11. 1-4) 
The colons serve as equal signs. The three attributes 
interconnect. God gives eternal breath, which kills 
mortal death, and ends his strife, The second stanza 
hints toward "Love (III)" using the Lord's Supper images. 
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Come, my Light, my Feast, my Strength: Such a Light, as shows a feast: Such a Feast, as mends in length: Such a Strength, as makes his guest. (11. 5-8) 
"Makes a guest" looks to his perfection for "Love (III)." 
The third stanza praises God's powers that have affected 
him. 
Come., my Joy, my Love, my Heart: Such a Joy, as none can move: Such a Love, as none can part: Such a Heart, as joyes in love. (11. 9-12) 
The three present promises of virtue for the persona. With 
this perfect Joy, he could stabiliie his future hope. With 
tbis perfect Love, be could securely relate to God. With 
this perfect Heart., he would combine the virtues of joy and 
love. This, as yet, stands as an ideal. 
On the way to this ideal, the persona moves toward 
selflessness, humble obedience. This obedience is more 
than a willingness to do what God asks him to do. It is 
more than doing what He wants, more than the letter. 
Humble obedience allows God to direct his actions, even 
his desires. It accepts God's will in the stead of bis 
own. 
If I without thee would be mine, I neither should be mine nor thine. ("Clasping of bands," H. 157, 11. 9 f.) 
His only existence depends on God. He wills nothing with-
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out God, and his being ~nd will come from God, without 
whom there is no being or will. He gives up his claims 
to his self, or, rather, he knows he has no claim to his 
self. A reader may interpret this as a selfless attitude, 
but, from the persona's point of view, the self, indi-
viduality, is God's from the beginning. The persona. can 
not give up what is not his; he can not return that 
identity which God lends him. He can not, as he did once 
in "The Altar," dedicate himself to God, because he was 
God's at the time of dedication. The persona, after 
giving up possession of himself, which is recognizing 
God's possession, moves closer to a higher spirit, true 
identity. 
0 be mine stilll still make me tbine! Or rather make no Thine and Mine! (11. 19f.) 
With this expectation, the persona continues to "Praise 
(III)" {H. J.57). He promises to "nean and speak tby 
praise,/ Thy praise alone 11 (11. lf.), and if this is not 
enough, "Then will I wring it with a sieh or grone, / That 
thou mayst yet bave more" ( 11. 5f.). Whether God favors 
or forbids, He is always accessible and gives more than 
enoueh belp. Above the persona's own dedication, he hopes 
to bring others to join his praise. 
He remembers that God covered bis grief with joy. 
God favored the persona, who was in heart-rending grief, 
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by giving 11im "one of Joyes coats," like "Josephs coat" 
(H. 159), With tbe persona, as with Joseph, this is not 
the happy ending he might hope for; yet he, like Joseph, 
can say. 
I live to shew bis power, T,rho once did bring My 
1
joyes to weep, and now my grief~ to si:rs• ( 11. 1 f.) 
Joseph, too, stripped of joy, sent away in affliction, and, 
finally, raised above his brothers in a new land parallels 
tbe persona. This is how the design appears to one who 
still hopes to be of service to the king. 
He looks at God's plan, as if from God's view, in 
"The Pulley" (H. 159). In "Josephs coat," he is detached 
from his grief. In "The Pulley,n he calmly reviews bis 
own restlessness as the design of God. Rest is the last 
gift of God's creation, and restlessness is the ultimate 
weapon in His design. Having given man everythlng., 
strength, beauty, wisdom, honor, and pleasure, God with-
holds rest. 
Yet let hhn keep tbe rest, But keep them with repining restlesnesse: Let him be rich and wearie, that at least, If goodnesse leade b:tm not, yet wearinesse May tosse hlm to my breast. {11. 16-20) 
On the one hand is tbe Creator, with all bis omni-attri-
butes, and on the other is man, with all bis~ rest. 
Yet man is the "worlds M.gh Priest'' ("Providence," H. 117, 
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1. 13) • How then can a man be God I s priest, the instrument 
of His power., the receptacle of His word? This is the 
question of "The Priesthood" (H. 160). ~:he question is a 
personal one for the persona: 11 I am both foul and brittle; 
much unfit/ To deal in holy Wrtt" (11. llf.). The per-
sonal nature of his probing produces., in the reader., the 
possibility that tbe persona is the author, George Herbert. 
Most of the early poems., "early" in their sequential ap-
pearance in "The Church," are personal but not necP-ssarily 
Herbert. They deal with all men in the representation of 
one mijn., the persona. The expositions on poetry may have 
indicated a particular type of person., but poetry was such 
a popular pastime of the Renaissance that the attribution 
of tbe persona does not have to be Herbert. The method is 
an effective one. While the persona is a man like other 
men, confronted with sin., affliction, the sacrifice of 
Christ, the hope of heaven, and the love of God., the 
reader easily identifies with his strug3le. A didactic., 
preacherly approach may not "finde him., who a sermon flies" 
("Tbe Church-porch," I-I. 6, 1. 5), But after the reader 
shares, the persona's emotions and bas accepted the re-
ligious experiences tba t mie;ht be bis mm, he can watch 
a priest progress, hoping that be may follow bis example. 
The persona begins by understanding the nature, or mira-
cle, of the priesthood. The emphasis is on God's power 
o;.rer man. 
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But th' holy men of God sue h vessels are, 
As serve him up, who all the world commands: 
When God vouchsafeth to become our fare, 
Their hands convey him, who conveys their hands. 
o what pure things, most pure must those things 
be, 
Who bring my God to me! 
(11. 25-30) 
The persona feels unworthy, not one of the most pure, but 
be offers to do whatever he is asked. Being with God, 
whatever the circumstances, is better than being alone. 
His grief equals his distance from God, the greater 
the distance, the greater the grief. He s€nt a sigh and a 
groan, but neither found God. This is "The Search 11 ( H. 
162) for God. 
For as thy absence doth excell 
All distance known: 
So doth thy nearenesse bear the bell, 
Making two one. (11. 57-60} 
While he continues the theme of the search, an additional 
meaning weaves his search for rest with the newer thread 
of priestly purpose. Both seek to unite with God. 
Following tbe search is '' Grief" ( H. 164), an indica-
tion that his aspirations end in sorrow, in "Alas, my God!" 
( 1. 19). 11 The Crosse" (H. 164) expounds his grief which 
drove him, bis wealth, and family "To set thy honour up, 
as our designe" (1. 6). He recounts his dedication and 
his double ague., affliction of tbe bones and frustration 
of tbe spirit. This is his cross. As far back as "Af-
fliction (III)" (H. 73}, be accepted bis ague as a token 
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of Christ's sorrow. He did not know then how large a 
token his affliction would become. 
Ah my deare Father, ease my smartl 
These contrarieties crush me: these crosse 
actions 
Doe winde a rope about, and cut my heart: 
And yet since these thy contradictions 
Are properly a crosse felt by thy Sonne, 
With but foure words, my words, !ill[ will ~ done. 
(H. 165, 11. 31:Jl;T 
His life becomes the image of Christ's both in affliction 
and selfless dedication. The return for his obedience is 
"The Flower" (H. 165), in which be sees God I s wonders. 
He recognizes that "Thy word is all" (1. 21) and still 
wishes that he were "once past changing" (1. 22). He 
explains his own toward-avoidance behavior. 
But while I grow in a straight line, 
Still upwards bent., as if heav'n were mine own., 
Thy anger comes, and I decline: (11. 29-31) 
He is again renewed and forgets his pain. 
And now in age I bud again, 
After so many deaths I live and write; 
I once more smell tbe dew and rain, 
And relish versing: 0 my onely light, 
It cannot be 
That I am be 
On whom tby tempests fell all night. 
(11. 36-42) 
A garden waits for those who bave reached these wonders. 
But there are the others, those "Wbo would be more, / 
Swelling through store,/ Forfeit their Paradise by their 
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pride" (11, 47-49). These have grown old not in the 
knowledge of God. They enter their "Dotage" {H. 1(i7), 
preferring the pleasures and sorrows of the world. 
The persona returns to thoughts of "The Sonne" ( H. 
167), who is the light and fruit of man. The contrast 
between those who reject God, in "Dotage," and those who 
accept the benefits of the Son indicate the persona's 
growing concern for people at large. Communal concern 
goes out from his renewal. He considers those who are 
like him, and accept the will of God, and, now, be con-
siders the others. There is more pity than pride in his 
observations. The disparity between the persona and those 
who prefer their miseries of earth illustrates, for the 
reader, the height of spirituality that has been achieved. 
He can even relate his friend's opinion of his seeming 
inertia without self-justification. "The Answer" (H. 169) 
that he gives them is only: "they that know the rest, 
know more then I. 11 ( 1. 14) • 
Between "The Sonne II and "The Answer, 11 11 A true Hymne 11 
(H. 168) rises from the praise of Christ and permits the 
reserved reply to those who can not understand, It uses 
poetry as an example of meaning, intention versus polish. 
The substance of poetic interpretation and purpose recalls 
"Jordan (II)" (H. 102). The difference is that "A true 
Hymne" does not discuss poetry as a subject but as a 
metaphor for the meaning in his heart. 
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Whereas if th' heart be moved, Although the verse be somewhat scant, God doth supplie the want. As when th' heart sayes (sighing to be approved) Q., could I ~1 and stops: God wri teth., Loved. (H. 168., 11. 16-20) 
God supplements his intention and fulfills ito The persona 
has the confidence to eive his friends "The Answer" and 
debate with Death in "A Dialogue-Antheme" (H. 169). Christ 
gives Christian the confidence over Death. Christian 
securely opposes Death; once, in a similar discussion with 
"Time," be puts off the inevitable., dying in order to 
enter God's eternal presence. Now he accepts the promise. 
He accepts God's design and explains the choices that 
men have. In ''The Water-course" (H. 170)., men can accept 
Life and Salvation., or Strife and Damnation. Tbe second 
choice means "Self-condemnation" (H. 170). By men's own 
decision., tbey judge themselves • 
• • • That light, whicb sin & passion Did before dimme and choke., When once those snuffes are ta 1 ne away, Shines bright and cleare, ev 1n unto condemnation., Without excuse or cloke. (11. 20-24) 
Sin and passion cloud the light., until the last day brings 
everything to light. Encouraged by this., the persona pre-
fers his choice. Tbe "Bitter-sweet" (H. 171) relationship 
between him and God is preferable to self-condemnation. He 
remembers his affliction and God's "sweet originall joy" 
("The Glance.," H. 171., 1. 13). 
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If thy first glance so powerfull be, A mirth but open'd and seal'd up again; What wonders shall we feel, when we shall see Thy full-ey'd love! (11. 17-20) 
He intimates the light of heaven. His assurance of his 
relation to God and, therefore, his hope of heaven con-
tinue for the rest of "The Church." "Tbe 23d Psalms" 
(IL 172) confirms his achievement. It is not just a 
translation but a poem integral to the context of the 
persona's development. Phrases that are solely bis are 
"The God of Love, 11 "While he is mine, and I am his," 
"feed" as a eucharistic meaning and "rest 11 as eternal 
life. In place o.f the King James line II he leadetb me in 
the paths of righteousness," the persona says "he doth 
convert/ And bring my minds in frame" (11. 9f.). The 
persona's strugrle leads him to righteousness before God. 
God brings his mind "in frame," into a spiritual sanity 
in tune 1,1i th God I s plan. 11 thy rod / To guide" ( 11. 15f.) 
recalls tbe image of affliction as God's design. The last 
verse, "Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the 
days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of the 
Lord forever, 11 becomes 
Surely thy sweet and wondrous love Shall measure all my dayes; And as it never shall remove, So neither shall my praise. (11. 21-24) 
"Goodn~ss and mercy" becomes "sweet and wondrous~;" 
"shall follow me all [iny days," "shall measure all my 
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dayes. 11 The rest is chane;ed from the more pass:l ve II I will 
dwell" into the persona's payment of praise. From this 
poem, the persona begins the actual approach. He has been 
approaching since the beginning, but now, of his own will, 
or of God's will in him, he consciously begins his approach. 
"Marie Magdalene" (H. 173) states the conditions of 
this final movement. She attends Christ with "pensive 
humblenesse" (1. 6). She does not presume to "make him 
clean" (1. 8) for Christ "could not be defil'd. 11 She does 
it as an act of service, without hope of reward. 
As she had brought wherewith to stain, 
So to bring in wherewith to wash: 
And yet in washing one, she washed both. 
(11. 16-18) 
Upon this tone of humble service, the persona enters the 
priesthood. Out of the ritual of cleanliness, he becomes 
a priest, like "Aaron" ( H. 174) • He sees the perfect 
priest as beyond his ability, but Christ fulfills his hope 
and makes him "new drest" (1. 20). His humble obedience 
rewards him. 
So holy in my head, 
Perfect and light in my deare breast, 
My doctrine tun 1 c by Christ, (who is not dead, 
But lives in me while I do rest) 
Come people; Aaron's drest. 
(11. 21-25) 
His confirmation will, in "The Invitation" (H. 179), be 
the means to join other people to God. He has been con-
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cerned with "The Jews" (H. 152), "The Familie" (H. 136), 
and his friends in "The Answer" (H. 169). He is now in a 
position to join the human and divine. His spiritual effort 
profits others. And, if tbe example of Mary Magdalene ap-
plies, he purifies himself by serving others. He serves 
Christ by ministerine to others. 
The wo:rds ''lil. Master" perfume the persona I s thour;hts. 
"The Odour. 2. Cor. 2. 15" (H. 175) asks Christ to call 
him "My servant." This is bis personal goal. He achieves 
a communal posttion, but he does not accept this as the 
ultimate relation with Christ. He wants to be recognized 
as Christ's servant, not just His instrument. 
He has come to a clearer understanding of the im-
portance of virtues and sins, but he also explains that 
virtues and sins are not as obvious to men as to God. He 
knows that God has made "griefs to set off sinning" ("The 
Foil," H. 176, 1, 6). This is how a man knows what 
actions are sins, by the griefs that accompany them, But 
not every man will recognize what tbe persona has learned. 
Yet in this wretched world we toil, As if erief were not foul, nor vertue winning. ( 11. 7f.) 
Upon growing old, bis main concern is not age itself, 
but that his poetic ability as a service of praise may 
decline. He recovers from this fear and is willing to 
exchange poetry for Life. 
Yet if you go, I passe not; take your way: For, !b.QE !r.1 still EEL. Q.Qg_, is all that ye Perhaps with more embellishment can say. Go birds of spring: let winter have his fee; Let a bleak palenesse chalk the doore, So all within be livelier then before. ("Tbe Forerunners," H. 177, 11. 31-36) 
He accepts the gray hairs as a sign that he may gain 
eternal life. 
"The Rose" {H. 177) rebukes the world for the last 
time. The persona discards "sugred lies" (1. 2), pleasure, 
and deceits ("Sucb delights I meant to say," 1. 10). The 
rose symboli7,es his answer, an answer which is delicately 
executed and firm. The rose is sweet but a fleeting 
beauty. After death, it is bitter, but it purges. These 
are the attributes of worldly joys. 
So tbis flower doth judee and sentence Worldly joyes to be a scourge: For they all produce repentance, And repentance is a purge. (11. 25-28) 
The choice between damnation and salvation takes on the 
symbolic acceptance or rejection of the rose. He has 
already accepted Christ as the essence of beauty, which is 
his health. The necessary answer to temporal beauty and 
joys is no surprise, except in the poetic control of his 
rejection. 
But 
Say 
I health, not pbysick choose: Onely though I you oppose, 
that fairly I refuse, For my answer is a rose. (11. 29-32) 
The "physick11 describes eternal purgation. He refuses this 
as his end. Purgatory and hell will not appear in "The 
Church." These may be the end for others, but tbe persona, 
who hopes for heaven, serves Christ and discounts any 
place but heaven. He is assured. In "Discipline" (H. 178), 
be ad.mi ts his aspiration in the hope that God will "Throw 
away thy rod" (1. 1). 
For my hearts desire 
Unto thine is bent: 
I aspire 
To a full consent. {11. 5-8) 
He calls to others of like mind to join him. All the 
others are defined as those "whose taste/ Is your waste" 
(H. 179, 11. lf.), "Whom wine/ Doth define" {11. ?f.), 
"whom pain / Doth arraigne" ( 11. 13f.), "whom joy / Doth 
destroy" {11. 19f.), and "whose love/ Is your dove" {11. 
25f.). This is the progress of the persona's soul, but it 
is also the end process of all souls that seek and expect 
to live with Him. Earthy food, drink, pain, and joy 
afflict and imprison tbe Christian spirit. The Lord's 
bread and wine flush the sin and temporal joy and replace 
the heart with grace and boundless joy. "The Invitation" 
(H. 179) combines the priest and tbe people with images 
of the Lord's Supper. The Christian community, in its 
priestly representative., invokes God. 
Lord I have invited all, 
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And I shall 
Still invite, still call to thee: 
For it seems but just and right 
In my sight, 
Where is All, there All should he. (11. 31-36) 
The eternal All descends. In "The Banquet" (H. 181), the 
temporal All, the Christian faithful, receive their 
eternal counterpart. 
Welcome sweet and sacred cheer, 
Welcome deare; 
With me, in me, live and dwell: (J.1. 1-3) 
On earth, while the faithful are still on earth, they re-
ceive God with joy, gratefulness, and a sense of fulfill-
ment. 
Doubtlesse, neither starre nor flower 
Hath the power 
Such a sweetnesse to impart: 
Onely God, who gives perfumes, 
FlE:sh assumes, 
And with l t perfumes my heart. ( 11. 19-24) 
Later when the positions are reversed, when in heaven God 
receives man, the attitudes change. 
The persona immediately responds to such "welcome 
cheer" with his own unworthiness. "The Posie" (H. 182) 
is on his ring, which is a symbol of his constancy to this 
motto. He jettisons everything else. 
Invention rest, 
Comparisons go play, wit use thy will: 
Lesse tben the least 
Qf.. all~ mercies, is~pos'Te still. 
(11. 9-12) 
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His second reaction, after the joy is over, drives him into 
tbe "Dark night of the soul," the fear that God has left 
him alone. In "A Parodie 11 (H. 183)., bis nightmare antici-
pates the return of sin. 
O what a deadly cold 
Doth me infold! 
I half beleeve, That Sinne sayes true: but while I grieve, Tbou com 1 st and dost relieve. (11. 26-30) 
If the next poem is any indication., the relief now becomes 
permanent. God is "The Elixir11 (H. 18Ld which transforms 
anything, even hearts of stone, to eold and any man to 
perfection. God can transmute the persona's mutable gar-
land, "A lvreath" (H. 185)., into '~a crown of praise" (1. 
12). The garland is his life, bis earthly life, because 
it represents 11 My crooked winding wayeslff ( 1. Ld. His ways 
wind weaving the wreath. His temporal life is symbolized 
by the wreath, The persona presents both his earthly 
life., with its sin and affliction, and the wreath, with 
its transience and funeral implications, to God. He gives 
bis life and death to God as a crown of praise. But he has 
another life, tbe ete1'nal life of the spirit. Tbis life 
is tbe opposite of the wreath: 
••• for life is straight., Straight as a line., and ever tends to thee; To thee, who art more farre above deceit, Then deceit seems above simplicitie. (11. 5-8) 
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Simplicity is above deceit, and the eternal life is above 
the earthly. God is farther above deceit than daceit seems 
to be above simplicity, but the world's judgments deal with 
deceit. God deals with simplicity. This yearning for 
simplicity drives the meanderings of his life and his 
poetry into a straieht, direct line to the love of God. 
These two lives, the temporal wreath and the eternal line, 
take on a more exact image than the "double motion" de-
scribed in 11 Goloss. J.J. Our Life is bid with Christ in 
God 11 (H. 84, 1. 2). The wreathed life falls back to 
earth and the linear life continues. 
11 Dea th" ( H. 185) marks the movement into eternity. 
The persona looks upon Death as he was., 11 an uncouth 
hideous thing'' (1. 1), and as be is now that Christ bas 
changed him, "fair and full of grace" (1. 15). Death may 
be 11 Much in request, muc b sought for as a goodn ( 1. 16) • 
After achieving oeatb, the persona waits for "Dooms-day" 
(H. 186), the resurrection of all the dead when bodies 
are collected and re-assembled. 
Man is out of order hurl 1 d, 
Parcel'd out to all the world. 
Lord, thy broken consort raise, 
And the musick shall be praise. (11. 27-30) 
After the bodies are reassembled, each man stands before 
God's 1\Judgement" (H. 187). How do men appeal to a 
righteous Judge? Tbe persona sees other men pleading 
their virtue, by which they hope for a favorable decision, 
but he rather than giving God a book listing his own good 
deeds expects to give God a Testament. "There thou shalt 
finde my faults are thlne" (1. 15). He relies on the 
satisfaction of Christ and the promises of the New Testa-
ment, The truth is that the New Testament is the echo of 
Heaven. 
Are holy leaves the Echo then of blisse? 
Flcho, Yes. ("Heaven," H. 188, 11. llf.) 
In Heaven., he can expect "Light to the minde 1t (1. 15), Joy 
to the will (1. 16), and leisure, the rest he bas been 
working for. If tbe persona ended bere, the Life would be 
completa. His sins have been purged by affliction. He 
renounced tbe world for hope of heaven. His restlessness 
is satisfied with comfort. Yet there is one more thing. 
Something above his hopes, or even expectations. He has 
done all this to achieve heaven; he gave up his will to 
do God's will. He called others to join his praise, for 
God's Communion. Now as a hope, beyond his hopes, his 
Life is completed. Now it is to be fulfilled. God draws 
him on into His love. 
Love bade me welcome: yet my soul drew back, Guiltie of dust and sinne. But quick-ey 1 d Love, observing me grow slack From my first entrance in, Drew nearer to me, sweetly questioning, If I lack 1d any thing. 
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A ~uest, I answer'd, worthy to be here: 
Love said, You shall be he. 
I the unkinde, ungratafull? Ah my deare, 
I cannot look on thee. 
Love took my hand, and sm:J.ling did reply, 
Who made the eyes but I? 
Truth Lord, but I have marr'd them: let my shame 
Go where it doth deserve. 
And know you not, sayes Love, who bore the blame? 
My deare, then I will serve. 
You must sit down, sayes Love, and taste my meat: 
So I did sit and eat. {11. 1-18) 
There is not much that can be said of this progress of 
this soul. The persona has reached his standing place, bis 
home, his rest. 
"Tbe Churcb, 11 for all its definitions, theological 
affirmations, ecclesiastical confidence, and religious 
emotion, develops more like biography than a treatise. 
The persona tells his story as events affect him. He does 
not deal with affliction once and for all before he pro-
ceeds to eternal reward. Affliction interposes itself 
repeatedly conflicting with his private eoals and public 
ambition. His ague, though it occurs through most of bis 
narration, changes in depth and direction. In the be-
ginnins his sins cause him pain; then he consoles himself 
by seeing his sorrow as the image of Christ. Only after 
a change in direction does his affliction become more than 
physical pain. After be accepts affliction as the purge 
for sin, tbe physical sensation is less noticed and the 
spiritual affliction grows more prominent. His physical 
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condition a.nd grief becomes sighs and groans which hope for 
a better life, one in which he is with God. His afflic-
tion, e.g. "Longing" (H, 148), is bis yea.rning for a heaven-
ly life. 
The persona's goals change from simple dedication to 
selfless resignation, from an I-Thou relationship to a We-
Thou-through-your servant relationship. His effort to 
praise God throur,h his work then his poetry, then his af-
fliction, then his life, and, finally, his love for others, 
grows first upward then outward. 
His relation to Christ rises from sacrifice, to win-
ning competitor, to imitated example, to an image of sorrow, 
to the spring of Baptism and faith, the peace and promise 
of Communion, bis hope of heaven, his friend and purgation, 
and his Love. 
The persona, affliction, and Christ repeatedly occur 
throughout "The Church," but they are not static. They 
interweave and develop. The persona sees the purpose of 
affliction change and understands Christ's method of 
salvation. Each time affliction and Christ reappear, 
their meaning and love is clearer. Even affliction takes 
on love, because affliction purifies the persona so that 
be can be received by Obrist. The persona himself changes 
as be interacts with affliction and Christ. He changes 
bis goals as he reevaluates himself and bis new relation-
ship with God, until he reaches a goal higher than his 
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highest hope. God takes him higher. God's design for him 
is fulfilled. 
Tbe Church Militant 
11 The Church-porch" is cUdactic; "The Church 11 is per-
sonal; and between the tone of the preacher and tbe per-
sona, "The Church Militant" (H. 190) addresses the Lord 
witb knowledge and conviction. The reader of "Church-
porcb" and the persona of "The Church" gives way to the 
worshipper of 11 The Church Militant." The form also 
changes from section to sect:i.on. The 77 stanzas of "The 
Church-porch" offer many suegestions on practical subjects. 
The lyrics and sonnets of "The Church" present the con-
flicts of the soul as it rises to the presence of God. 
The pentameter couplets of "The Church Militant" relate 
the history of the Church from its beginning to the end 
of the world. These couplets of "The Church Militant" are 
grouped into five parts, of varying length, each ending 
with the refrain: 
How de are !Q_ ~, O God, .ibJ: counsels ~! 
.ill2Q may &!h ~ corn2are? 
It is more like a liturgical response than a poetic re-
frain. This response speaks a mutual relation between God 
and the worshipper. There is a noticeable lack of con-
flict between the narration and tbe response. After the 
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advice of ''Church-porch" and tumult of ttThe Church,'' "The 
Church Militant" does not advise the reader or resist the 
will of God. Even "Love (IJ:I)" ends in acquiescence rather 
than confidence. The history of the Church serves as 
counsel, a more equal learning situ3tion than preaching 
or affliction. Preach1ng communicates unilaterally, like 
a class lecture. The question and answer testing pro-
cedure is personal and dialectic, like "The Church." "The 
Church Militant" constitutes a seminar for the post-gradu-
ates of faith. Unllke seminars, however., the worshipper 
agrees fully and understand the meaning of the history 
without a question or need for an answer. It is possible 
to see the priest, particularly the one developed in "The 
Church," relating this historical lesson and the people, 
his congregation of the faithful, responding, and the 
priest and the people praising God's power and love. 
Tbe introduction, 11. 1-18, observes tbe 11 Alinightie 
Lord"'s pervasive power, His decrees are counsels that 
affect all nations, and, more importantly, "tby Church and 
Spouse doth prove/ Not the decrees of power, but bands 
of love" (11. 9f.). The introduction pres€nts the im-
portance of the Church, its divine purpose, and its west-
ward movement. 
Tbe course was westward, that the sunne might 
light 
As well our understanding as our sight. 
( 11. l 7f.) 
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Tbe image of lieht accompanies the divine understanding 
that the Church follows. This lir,ht image continues 
throughout the poem. Light may serve as a symbol of 
Christ's pres~nce. 
The first section, 11. 19-48, including the first re-
frain, covers the early history of the Church's progress. 
The history begins with the Old Testament, with Abraham, 
the founder of a great nation (Gen. 12:5). The examples, 
Moses and Solomon, emphasize the community of people united 
by God's will for this service. The Ark of Noah and the 
Ark of the Covenant are figuratively joined. The movement 
of this Ark ended with Solomon, who "Fin1sh 1 d and fi.xt the 
old religion" (1. 22). Tbe New Testament beginnings of 
God's new Ark of the new covenant are cbaracteri~ed by 
movement (11. 23-36). The pilgrim's staff, the Relieion, 
moves west. The flrst stop is Egypt (11. 37-44), which 
was darkness but, when the Church arrives, is now "full of 
liehts" (1. 43). The moral derived from this foundation 
and first success of God's people appears before the 
refrain: 
Such power hath migbtie Baptisme to produce 
For thingR misshapen, things of highest use. 
( 11. 45f.) 
The moral particularly applies to the conversion of Egypt, 
but God's power to transform is not limited to Egypt. 
Eaptism converts the gentiles to Christianity. 
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Section 2, lines 49-100, takes the Church into Greece 
(11. lt9-56), Rome (11. 57-72},, Germany (11. 79-88), and, 
lastly, F..ngland (11. 89-96). This part explains these-
quence necessary for tbe coming of the Gospel: 
Streneth levels grounds, Art makes a garden 
there; Then showres Religion, and makes all to bear. 
(11. 87f.) 
First the prowess of Empire clears the way; second, the 
sensitivity of skill civilizes the people; then, Religion 
brines the process to bear fruit. This sequence will be 
enlarged in the third section. In fact, it will become 
the basis for the movement of this allegorical history, 
but, for now, the moral is 
Thus both the Church and Sunne together ran Unto the farthest old meridian. (11. 97f.) 
England was the outpost of the old world, and the last 
fortress of the Church. 
The first and second sections deal with the progress 
of the Church; the third and fourth, with the progress of 
Sin. The introduction to section three (11. 101-156) ex-
plains the allegorical juxtaposition of Sin and the Church: 
Much about one and the same time and place, Both where and when the Church began her race, Sinne did set out of Eastern Babylop., And travell 1 d westward also: journeying on He chid the Church away, where e're he came., Breaking her peace, and tainting her good name. 
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The sequence is the same for Sin as tbe Church. In each 
case, Sin rAplaced the Church when it moved on. In Eeypt 
(11. 107-123a), Sin converts the Church's work into ani-
mism, making "Gardens of gods" (1. 108). In Greece (11. 
123b-138), Sin buys oracles and shrines. In Rome ( 11. 139-
142), $5.n becomes an Emperor. Here, in Rome, be consoli-
dates his power (11, 143-150a) to subvert all nations 
(11. 150b-154). 
The fourth section develops Sin's entrenchment at the 
new Rome (11. 157-210). Sin assumes the disguise of the 
Roman Catholic Church, and he pretends to the three of-
fices of Christ, prophet, prlest, and king. 
As Sinne in Greece a Prophet was before, 
And in old~ a mightie Emperour; So now being Priest be plainly did professe To make a jest of Christs three offices: 
(11. 171-17L1-) 
He conceals his crimes with the masks of Egyptian retired-
ness, Greek learning, and Roman stateliness (11. 181-194), 
He exerts his power over many nations (11. 195-204) until 
ntbe whole world did seem but the Popes mule" (1. 204). 
The surrrrnary and moral oppose the Roman Catholic version 
of Christianity. 
As new and old Rome did one Efipire twist; So both togethe~e one Antichrist, 
Yet witb two faces, as their Janus was, 
Being in this their old crackt looking-glasse. ~ deare !Q ~, 0 God, ~ counsels ~! 
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Who mav with thee compare? 
- _._ - --rrr. 205-210) 
The fifth, and final, section (11. 211-279) contrasts 
Sin's progressivA increase (11. 211-221) with the Church's 
decline from the "purer ye ares" ( 11. 221-2JLd. Sin im-
proves upon tbe earlier victories. He learns to use super-
stition, philosophy and state power more and more effec-
tively. Conversely, the Church, born as the Spouse of 
Christ and His Mystic Body, can only decline from this 
perfection. Each time the Church advances west it di-
minishes in purity. After each position is established, 
tbe Church weakens, leaving Sin an opening for his advance. 
Herbert changes the sequence somewhat. The Church 
moves from Rome to Germany (Luther's Reformation) and then 
to England. The Empire, which makes the way for Religion, 
moves from Rome to Germany and Spain at tbe same time. In 
the case of Spain, Empire seems not enough to establish 
the Cburcb of Christ, or, even, assure the process theory, 
Empire, Arts, Religion, The Church and Sin. Also, on the 
other hand, Sin will take over France (1. 241) and England, 
even though the Church never came to France. Although no 
mention is made about Sin following tbe Church to Germany, 
this .migbt be easily assumed. Tbe entire process is 
necessary if the Church is to appear in a country, but it 
is not sufficient reason to make the Church flourish. 
The theory applies to America (11. 235-269): the 
decline of religion in France and England (11. 237-248) 
will precede the corninr, of Sin and the emigration of the 
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Church from England; God prepares America (11. 24q-258) 
for Religion's coming by exchanging America's gold for 
English grace; and Sin will follow the Church to America 
(11. 259-269). This will continue until the Church and 
Sin circle the globe. 
Thus do both lights, as well in Church as Sunne, 
Light one another, and together runne. 
Thus also Sinne and Darknesse follow still 
The Church and Sunne with all their power and 
skill. 
But as the Sunne still goes botb west and east; 
So also did the Church by going west 
Still eastward to; because it drew more neare 
To time and place, where judgement shall appeare. 
~ deare !Q ill.§., 0 God, thy counsels ~! 
Who may with thee compare? 
---rr1. 210-27q) 
This is the design of the world from the foundation of the 
Hebrew people to the end of the world. The narrative is 
straightforward, for the most part. It does become a 
little satiric.when, in the fourth part, expanding on Sin 
as the Roman Catholic Antichrist. But the other four 
parts are interesting for their seeming objectivity. Not 
that the history lacks wit or careful observation, but the 
tone seems to be in the movement of the Church and in 
Sin's pursuit of the Church. The tone is one of immediacy •. 
The response reflects this immediacy with gratitude for 
God's counsel, which is the overview of history. This 
history clarifies, or at least seems to clarify, the mind 
of those who hear. The communal lesson is pessimistic. 
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The Church, which never can follow the original pattern, 
declines, while Sin perfects its lies, snares, and its 
position in the state. This unhopeful decline of the 
Church leads to the more hopeful final end of the Church. 
Tbe hint of judgment calls for the Church Triumphant. Tbe 
persona of "L 1Envoy" (H. 199) impatiently urges the 
triumphant end of the Church. 
The concern of "L 1Envoy" (H. 1q9) seems to reverse 
the dutiful acceptance of God's counsel in "The Church 
Militant." The persona of "L'Envoy" prays to the "King .Qf. 
Glorie, Kine of Peace" (1. 1) for two favors: The King of 
Peace, "make warre to cease" (1. 2), and, as the King of 
Glory, "blessA thy sheep" (1. 3). The two requests combine 
into one, to destroy Sin, who threatens to ''devoure thy 
fold" (1. 5) and who renounces Christ. 
Bragging that thy bloud is cold, 
That thy death is also dead, 
While his conquests dayly spread; 
That thy flesh hath lost his .[f.t~ food, And thy Crosse is c omrnon wood. ( 11. 6-10) 
Christ can, the persona infers, save His Name and His 
People at the same time, by destroying Sin. The personi-
ficatlon of Sin continues its meaning from "The Church 
Militant. 11 Tbe persona is calling for the end of tbe 
world, the end of the Militant Church in exile, and the 
beginnlng of the Church Triumphant. As "L 1Envoy, 11 the 
poem embodies the poet's last words. It should be his 
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concluding statement on bis message, but it leaves a con-
tradiction to 11 The Church." Althoue;h it may be a call for 
the Church to be taken into God's presence, the persona, 
as an individual in "The Church," has been taken into 
Heaven. At least, this is the way the endine of "The 
Church11 appears. There are two possible interpr•etations 
of the ending: either the persona dies or be does not die. 
It is important not to confuse Herbert with his created 
persona. If the persona is identified with Herbert and 
does not die within tbe context of the poems, the hypo-
thetical death and reception into heaven tarnish with his 
pride of worthiness. But this is only true if he does not 
die. E'ither he has passed through death and sees the 
history of the Church from an eternal viewpoint, or he 
projects bis own death and his own divine reception tben 
he collects the history of the Church from his new 
priestly view. These are the two possible links. The 
fulcrum of these alternatives rests on 11Love (III)." If, 
as the second suggests, the persona projects his death, 
"Love (III)" pales with his own presumption. For him to 
foresee his "Death," "Doomsday," "Judeement, 11 and 11 Heaven11 
fulfills bis hopes, but projected union with God lacks 
humility and selflessness. He presumes upon God I s w5.ll. 
The first alternative provides more consistency and a 
clearer meaning, that be ascends to God's presence because 
of Christ's love for him and not because of his own 
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worthiness. From this vantage., he sees the Church on 
earth and urges its reception into heaven. 
More than the thematic, symbolic., or narrative dif-
ficulties., the awkward tonal problem comes from the differ-
ence in the persona's relation with God. 11L1Envoy" appeals 
to Christ's self-interests, to justify the efficacy of His 
death. This anthropomorphic view of Christ communicates 
the immediacy of the relationship. Other poems in the 
Williams MS., e.g. "The Altar.," "Thanksgiving.," and 
"Reprisall, 11 exhibit this elementary concept of man's 
relation to God and what man expects God to do for him. 
Eut "The Church" transcends these initial misconceptions, 
11misconceptions 11 because man imposes his needs., desires., 
and relationships upon God., until he learns the Love of 
Christ even in affliction. To return to the earlier., 
inadequate attitude in "L'Envoy" is like dropping the per-
sona out of heaven. The explanation for this contrast 
rests in the difference in the persona's attitude, and in 
Herbert's own change, and improvement., of the spiritual 
relationship. 111 'Envoy" may be the persona's request 
for Christ to purify the Church in the same way that the 
persona himself was purified., by affliction to purge sin. 
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